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The purpose of this reper is to provide a basis for Federal, State and

local goverrment emergency precaredness crganizations to determine the

accrocriate degree of energency response clanning efforts in tne envirens

of nuclear scwer plants. The report is the product of a Task Force of

NRC and EPA reoresentatives formed in 1976 to address this issue. The

Task Force haces that the guidance provided here will be used to succlenent

the extensive energency planning guidance already published by NRC and

EPA.

This report intrcduces the concept of generic Emergency Planning Zones

as a basis for the planning Of response actions which would result in

dose savings in the envirens of nuclear facilities in the event of a

serious ccwer reactor accident. Apolication of the Task Force guidance

should result in the develocnent of nore uniform emergency plans fecn

site to site but shculd not result in a large incremental increase in

the resources recuired to inclement the existing clanning elements.

This is particularly true of recently licensed plants where planning

eierents have been inclenented 2: ~ substantial distances frcm reactor

sites.

This report recresents a consensus view of tne Task :orce on the

clanning basis cuidance and on a numcer of in:cr: ant issues related

to emergency :lanning which were considered in the develocment of
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the guidance. As of the cublication date of this recort, these

recommencations had not been formally adocted by the NRC or E?A and

therefore represent cnly Task Force views. Mcwever, the concept of

a generic area in which to clan has received general accectance by the

variety of grcups commenting on drafts of this recort. If adopted by

the NRC, the Task For:e excects that the key elements of the guidance

would be incorporated in the NPC's primary emergency planning guidance

publication for States and their local governments (NUREG-7E/Ill) and

tnerefore used by Feceral agencies as a part of the-basis for concurrenc

~in State and local government Radiological Emergency Respcnse lans in

succort of pcwer reactor facilities.
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!. INTRODUCTION

Nuclear facility licensees are recuired by NRC regulations to develoo

emergency response plans'l) Dortions of these regulations recuire
f

.

tne licensees to coordinate their plans with State and local agencies.

Dublished Federal guidance (2'"') recommenos that State and local

governments formali:e their emergency res;ense plans in succort of

these f acilities to protect ;ublic health and safety in the unlikely

event of a significant release of radioactive material from a nuclear

facility to the environment.

Present Federal guidance * suggests the use of a spectrum of accidents as

a basis for developing emergency respence plans. For various reasons,*

in 1975 an ad hoc Task Force of the Conference of (State) Radiation

Control Program Directors passed a resolution requesting NRC to "make

a determination of the most severe accident basis for which radiological

emergency response plans shculd be develooed by offsite agencies".

Additionally, the NRC and E?A received other comments frcm State and

local governments relating to this recommendation.

.

'See Apcenoix |I.
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In Novemeer 1976, a Task Force consisting of NRC and EPA recresentatives

was convened to adcress this Conference request and related issues.

The Task Force reviewed wna: is currently being done in terms of

emergency planning for newly licensed plants and found that substantial

efforts were being made both in on-site and off-site planning. It

also reviewed current guidance frcm Federal Agencies egarding emergency

resconse planning (-'*'4) and concluded that adecuate cuidance was
? '

available or was being develoced with regard to the elements of a
plan.

While the previous guidance has not precisely scecified distances

to which planning elements should be applied, the actual current

aopiication of previous guidance on a case basis during the licensing
~

process has in practice extended to substantial distances from
reactor sites, i.e., independent of specific Lcw Poculation Zone

distances used for siting purteses.
However, information regarding

the consequences and characteristics of the accident situation for

which clanning was being recommended had not been fully definec.

The Task Force acceats the principle noted in existing NRC and EPA

guidance ('2' 3) that acceptable values for emergency coses to the

public under the actual conditions of a nuclear accident cannot be
predeternined.

The emergency actions taken in any individual case

, - .
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must be based on the actual conditions that exist and are projected

at tne time of an accident. :or very serious accidents, credeter-ined

protective actions would be taken if projected doses, at any place and

time during an actual accident, appeared to be at or above the appli-

cable proposed Protective Action Guides (?AGs), based on information

readily available in the reactor control rocm, .e., at predetermined

)emergency action levels Of course, ad hoc actions, based on.

plant or environmental measurements, could be taxen at any time.

The concept of Protective Action Guides was introduced to radiologi-

cal emergency response planning to assist public health und other

governmental authorities in deciding how much of a radiation hazard

in the environment constitutes a basis for initiating emergency

orotective actions. These guides (?AGs) are expressed in units

of radiation dose (rem) and recresent trigger or initiation levels,

which warrant pre-selected protective actions for the public if

the projected (future) dose received by in individual in the

absence of a protective action exceeds the ?AG. DAGs are defined

or definable for all pathways of radiation exposure to man and

are proposed as guidance to be used as a basis for taking action

to minimize the imcact on individuals.

"'a7y7
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The nature of PAGs is such that they cannot be used to assure that

a given level of exposure to individuals in the pcpulation is
prevented.

In any particular response situation, a range of

doses may be experienced, principally decending on the distance
from the point of release.

Scme of these cases may be well in

excess of the PAG levels and clearly warrant the initiation of
any feasible protective actions.

This does not mean, however,

that doses above PAG 1evels can be prevented or that emergency

response plans should have as their objective preventing doses
above PAG levels.

Furthermore, PAGs recresent only trigger levels

and are not intended to represent acceptable dose levels.
PAGs are

tools to be used as a decision aid in the actual response situation
.

Methods for the implementation of Protective Action Guides are an
essential element of emergency planning. These include the pre-

determination of emergency conditions for which planned protective
actions such as shelter and/or evacuation would be implemented
offsite.

Details of these methods are being provided as secara:e/
guidance'3'4) and a e not

included in this recort.

Accident Considerations
_

After consideracle discussion, the Task
orce c ncluded that there

was no scecific accicent secuence that could be isolated as the
one for which to clan, because eacn accicent could have different

-n
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consecuences, both in nature and degree. Further, the range of

possible selections for a planning basis is very large, starting

witn a zero point of recuiring no planning at all because signifi-

cant offsi:e radiological accident consecuences are unlikely t occur,

to planning for the worst physically cossible accident ragardless

of its extremely low likelihood. As an alternative to attemoting

to define a specific accicent sequence, the Task Force decided to

identify the bounds of the parameters for wnich planning is

reccmcended based upon a kncwledge of the potential consequences,

timing, and release cnaracteristics of a spectrum of accidents.

The Task Force recognized that more specific guidance with respect

to accidents whose consequences wculd be more severe than the design

basis accidents exclicitly considered in the licensing process was

accroa ri ate. Additional discussions regarding the need to clan for

consecuences of such accidents (ccmmonly known as Class 9 accidents *)

may be found in Appendix !!I.

The Task Force ccncluded tnat the cojective of emergency response plans

shculd be to provide dose savings for a spectrum of accidents that.

could creduce offsite cases in excess of the PAGs. Although the selected

.

" Class 9 accidents" w ll refer to those accicents'Tnrcugnout tni s reccrt , i

in which there is melting of the core and/or Containment faiiure.

c
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planning basis is inde endent of a s;ecific accident secuence, a nuccer

of accident descrictions were reviewed including :ne cesign basis accident:
with varicus active engineered safety features, anc the acciden:release
categories of the Reactor Safety S ucy"( ).~

.

additional information regarding the ra icnale for the rec:crended ;1anning
basis,the background of Federal emergency olanning efforts, the Task Force

deliberations on Class 9 accidents, the relationshio between emergency
clanning and siting criteria, and the difference between DAGs and dcse

criteria used for siting can be found in the accendices to this recort.

"Tne Task Force nas used information in the RSS as a basis ::
calcula:icns wnich illustrate one likelinced of certain offsi:e ocse

cerform
levels given a care melt accident.

'/aricus ascects cf
been decatec Oy reviewers and additional programs are un:cerway o exe

ne study nav
or refine the study. While the RSS is consicerec oy One ask r

enc

have limited use in dealing w' n Olan / site sCecific # arce ::
the ber: 3C Ors, it cravides

currently availacle source Of information on :ne relative
likelihocc of large accicental releases of radioactivity given a carerel event.

The results cerivec # ram the RSS-based work
confirm :ne Task Force judgnent that offsi e planning # r a genericserved to
distance around nuclear scwer clants is prudent and useful.

- n --
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::. ?LaNNING NEEDS

he "ask Force reviewec :ne ty es of information tha State anc

!ccal governnents neec 00 develo; energency resconse clans and

deternined tha: :"e information fell into two categories; site
.

scecific and generic. The site specific in#0rna*. ion such as

:cculation distribution and t:cography us: be avail able to State

anc local of#icials as car of :he planning cr: cess. Such inforna-

tion is sunnarized in Environmental Reports and Safety Analysis

Reports prepared by acclicants for a ;erni: to construc: and

c erate a nuclear :cwer facility and is useful # r energency

ol anning purposes. Scre generic infornation rel ated to the

planning effort is .al ready being ;rovided by r deral agencies ('-'''') .? 7 '
e

The .ederal generic guidance provided incluces *he Occics wnich shouic

be addressed in an e ergency clan (2''c) arctecti ve action guides ''')'
,

'

'

,

the types of protective action 3:crocriate 3) and energency instru-(

. .. . f *, '3'|-,

nentat:cn considerations- .

: it were cssible to identify a single acciden: en wnicn *.: case#

energency res:cnse planning, one coul: ;se One elease cnaracteristics

of that single accident in connecticn with site s eci#ic characteristics

and other generic information to s:ecify the : Tanning e# fort. av gu i

deternined that a si g?e s:eci#ic ac:icen secuerce for a 'ign: wa:er

, -
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reactor nuclear ;cwer plant cannot be identi#ied as a planning basis
,

the Task Force cnose to provice recommendations in terms of :he conse-

auences or characteris 'es of accidents that wouid be im:cr: ant in
ceternining the extent of ne planning effort. The planning basis

elements needed to scc;e the planning effort were determined to be:
1. The distance to which planning fcr the iniciation of

credetermined protective actions is warranted.
2. The time dependent characteristics of potential releases

and exoosures.

3.
The kinds of radioactive materials that can actentially

be released to the environment.
The mcst inportant guidance for planning officials is the distance

frcn the nuclear facility which defines the area over whicn planning
for predeternined actions should be carried cut.

The other elements

of guidance orovide succorting f nfornation ' r planning and preparednes

The need for scecification of distance for :ne major ex osure
pathways is evident. The !ccation of :ne ;opulation 'or wncn actions

may be needed, resconsible authorities wno would carry out these

actions and the means of ccenunication to these autnorities are all
dependent on the size of the oianning area.

'f_.
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:nformation on the time frames of the accidents is also imccr: ant.

The time Oe ween the initial ecognition at the nuclear facility

that a sericus accident is in pr:gress and the beginning of the

radioactive release to the surrounding environment is critical in

determining the ty;e of protective actions which are feasible

immediately folicwing an accident, Likewise, knowledge of the

potential curation of release and the time available before

exposures are expected several miles offsite is incortant in

determining what scecific instructions can be given to the public.

A knowledge of kinds of radicactive materials potentially releasec

is necessary to decide the characteristics of monitoring instru-

mentation, to develco tools for estimating projectec deses, and to

identify the most imcortant exacsure pathways.

In this rescr*., emergency precarecness is related Oc two predcminant

ex;csure pathways. They are:

1. Plume execsure cathway -- The princical exposure sources #rca

this pathway are (a) wncle bccy exterral ex;csure to gamma

radiation fr0m the plume and frca deposited material and

(b) inhalation exccsure from the passing radicactive piume.

The time of cotential ex:csure could range from hours ::

days.

n - n
h-
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2. :ngestion ex osure cathway -- The crinci:al exposure fran

this cathway would be fran ingestion of c0ntaninated water

cr f:cds such as niik cr fresh vegetables. The tire of

potential exposure could range in leng h frcn hours to

months.

The Task Force has provided separate guidance for these two ex;osure

cathways, although a single emergency lan would include (2ren:3

cerron to assessing or taking protective actions for both pathways.

c - G
0 G'
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;!:, RECC"MENCED PLANNING BASIS

A. Emergency ?!anning Zenes

With regard .c the area over wnich ;lanning efforts snould ce

carried cut, the Task ecrce reccmmends that " Emergency 31anning

Zonas" (E?Zs) accut each nuclear facility be defined both #cr

the short term ":lume ex:csure ;athway" and for the longer term

" ingestion ex:csure :athways." The E.~ergency Ol anning Icne

concept is illustrated in figure 1. EPIs are designated as

the areas for wnich planning is recccmended to assure that cromot

and effective actions can be taken to prctegt the :uclic in the

event of an accident. Resocnsible government officials should

apply the apci fcable planning items listed in NUREG-75/Ill(-)?

in the develocment of radiclogical emergency response plans.

The felicwing are examcle planning elements censidered aperc-

;riate for the E?Zs:

(1) Identify resconsible onsite and offsite emergency res:cnse

organizations and the mechanisns 'cr activating their

services,

(2) Establish effective communication networks to cramatly

notify ccgni: ant authorities and -he puclic,
r2 43-

(3) Designate cre-determined actions as acerccria".es-,3, s
,
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(1) Deveico procedures for use by emergency workers,

(5) Identi#y aaplicable radiation measurement ecuipment,

(5) Identify emergency operations centers and alternate

locations, assemoly points, and radiation monitoring

locations,
;

,{ (7) Imolement training prcgrams for emergency workers as
,

3 appropriate, anc
:
.

3 (3) Develoc test procedures for emergency response plans.
-

!
I

E Emergency planning should predetermine apprcoriate emergency
:
1
- resconses within the E?Z as a function of population groups,

i environmental conditions (3) , plant conditions (d) and time
:
:
i available to rescend. c or the plume ex;csure phase, shelter

and/or evacuation would likely be the principal immediate

protective actions to be recommended for the general public

within the EPZ. The acility to best reduce ex:csure should

determine the appeceriate response. The key 50 effective

clanning is goed ccmmunication to authorities who knew what

they are going to co uncer pre-cetermined conditions.

For the ingestion exposure Emergency ?lanning Icne, the

planning effort involves the identification Of major ex csure

pathways from contaminated focd and water and the ass ciated

r >
'

,
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centrol coints and mechanisms. The ingestion pathway exposures

in general would represent a longer term problem, althougn some early

protective actions to minimize subsequent contamination of milk or

other supplies should '- 'aitiated (e.g. , put cows on s .ored feed).

It is expected that judgment of the planner will be used in

cetermining the crecise size and shape of the E?Is considering

local conditions such as demograchy, tcpagraphy and land use

characteristics, access routes, jurisdictional boundaries, and

arrangements with che nuclear facility ocerator for notification

and response assistance.

The E?! guidance does not change the requirements for emergency

planning, it only sets bounds on the planning probien. The Task

Force does not reccamend that massive emergency precaredness :rograms

be established around all nuclear power stations. The folicwing

examcles are givea to further clarify the Task Force guicance en

EPZs:

No scecial local decentamination provisions for the genera! puolic

(e.g., blankets, changes of clothing, food, special showers)

No s:cckciles of anti-contamination ecuipment for the general

public

No construction of scecially acuicced #allout shelters

r- 7
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No scecial radiological medical provisions for the general public

No new construction of special public facilities #ce emergency

use

No scecial stockpiles of emergency animai feed

No scecial decantamination equipment for property and equipment

1o carticication by the general public in test exercises of

emergency clans.

Some capabilities i-n these areas, of course, already exist under

the general emercency plans of Federal and State agencies.

3. Size of the Emergency Planninc Zone

Several possible rationales were considered for establishing the

size of the EPIs. These included risk, probability, cos:

effectiveness and accident consequence spectrum. After reviewing

these alternativos, the Task Force chose to base the rationale

on a full spectrum of accidents and corresconding consequences

tempered by probability considerations. These rationales are

discussed more fully in Appendix I.

The Task Force agreed that emergency response plans should be

useful for responding to any accident that would creduce offsite

doses in excess Of the ?AGs. This would include the more severe

design basis accidents and the accident scectrum analyzed in the

RSS. After reviewing the potential consequences asscciated with

- 'r,,
i Lsau
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these types of accidents, it was tne concensus of the Task Force

that emergency plans could be based upon a generic distance cut

to which predetermined actions would provide dose savings for any
such accidents. Beyond this ceneric distance it was concluded tha'

actions could be taken on an ad hoc basis using the same considera-

that went into the initial action determinations.

The Task Force judgment on the extent of the Emergency Planning Zor

is derived from the characteristics of design basis and Class 9
accident consequences.

Sasad on the information provided in Append

I and the applicable PAGs a radius of about.10 miles was selected

for the plume exposure pathway and a radius of about 50 miles was

selected for the ingestion exposure pathway, as shown in table 1.

Although the radius fcr the EPZ implies a circular area, the actual

shape would depend upon the characteristics of a particular site.

The circular or other defined area would be for planning whereas

initial response would likely involve only a porcion of the total ar

The EPZ recommenced is of sufficiene size to provide dose savings tc

the population in areas where the projected dose frca design basis

accidents could be expected to. exceed the applicable PAGs under

unfavorable atmospheric conditions. As illustrated in Accendix I,

consequences of less severe Class 9 accicents would not exceed the

"
,
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?AG levels outsice the recccmended E?Z distance. In addition, the

E?Z is of sufficient size to provide for substantial reduction in

early severe health effects (injuries or deaths) in the event of the

more severe Class 9 accidents.

Table 1. Guidance on Size of the Emergency Planning Zone

--. . . . . . . . - - -_ -- _-

Critical Organ and
Accident Phase Exposure Pathway E?Z Radius

_ . _ _ _ . . _ _

Plume Exposure Whole body (external) ' about 10 mile radius *
Pathway

Thyroid (inhal ation)

Other organs (inhalation)

Ingestion Pathway ** Thyroid, whole body, about 50 mile radius ***
bone marrow (ingestion)

__ . . . .

Judgmen't snould be used in adopting th., distance based ucon considerations*

of local conditions such as demograchy, tocograohy, land cnaracteristics,
access routes, and local juriscictional coundaries.

** Processing plants for milk produced within the E?! should be included in
the emergency response olans regardlass of their location.

***The reccmmended size of the ingestion exposure EPZ is based on an excected
revision of milk cathway Protective Action Guides based on DA-Bureau of
Radiological Health reccmmendat ons. The Task Force uncerstancs tnai
measures such as olacing dairy ccws on stored #eed will be recommended
for projected ex.:osure levels as icw as acout 1.5 com to :ne inf ant
thyrcid. Should the current FRC guidelines,10 rem (3), be maintainec,
an EDI of about 25 miles would achieve the ocjectives Of the Task Force.

E 'l ". ,
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C. Time Factors Asscciated with Releases

The planning time frames are based on design basis accident,

considerations and the results of calculation's reported in the~

Reactor Safety Study "). The guidance cannot be very scecific
ec

,

l' because of the wide range of time frames associated with the
'

spectrum of accidents considered. Therefore, it will be
.-

.; necessary for planners to consider the possible different,

~' .$ !; time periods between the initiating event and arrival of the. :
1. :,

.%," '
. i

v;.t._, I , , , . plume and possible time periods of releases in relationshio to
i.i-

, $.$ f ;4i $.9 time needed to imolement protective actions. The Reactor Safety

,

. :: r.. i i . , itc

!@!! !.:.py; Study indicates, for example, that major releases may begin in the
j?5
30%q

d-3.| [',p!':ih! .i
'

range of one-half hour to as much as 30 hours after an initiating.4

U$) event and that the duration of the releases may range frca one-'n+ :3'7.' '
; half hour to several days with the major portion of the 'elease

o
..,

e cccurring well within the first day. In addition, significant alume
i

travel tines are associated with the most adverse meteorological
- ,

conditions that mignt result in large otential exacsures far. ,

:|

frca the site. For exanale, under ;cor discersion conditions

.. asscciated with icw winds;eeds, two hours or nore night ce recuired
,

-

' for the plume to travel a distance of five miles. Higher winc-

speeds wculd result in shorter travel tires but would provice

more dis;ersien, making high ex osures at lcng distances uch

less likely. Serefore, in most cases, signi#ican advarce warning

|

i
c:, .,
;v/ LU/

t
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of nigh concentrations shculd be available since NRC regulations (1''*)

recuire early notification of offsite authorities for major releases

of radioactive material. The warning time could be somewnat different

for reactors with different containment characteristics than those

analyzed in the Reactor Safety Study. The range of times, hcwever,

is judged suitably representative for the purpose of develcaing

emergency plans. Shorter release initiation times are typically

asscciated with design basis events of much smaller potential

consecuences or with the more severe Reactor Safety Study accident

sequences.

The planning basis for the time dependence of a release is expressed

as a range of time values in which to imolement protective action.

This range of values prior to the start of a major release is of

the orde. of one-half hour to several hours. The sucsecuent time

period over wnich radioactive material may be ex:ected to be released

is of the ceder of one-half hour (shcrt-term release) to a few days

(continuous release). Table 2 summarizes the Task Force guidance

on the time of the release.

The time availacle for action is strongly related to the time

consumed in notification that ccnditions exist that could cause a

major release cr that a major release is cccurring. Deveiccrent

and cericcic testing of precedures #cr racid notification are enccuraged.

"c<t ?
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Table 2 - Guidance on Initiation and Duration of Release

Time frcm the initiating event 0.5 hours to one day
to start of atmospheric release

Time pericd over which radicactive 0.5 hours to several days

material may be continuously
released

Tir"a at which major portion of 0.5 hours to I day after

release may occur start of release

Travel time for release o
exposure :oint 5 miles - - 0.5 to 2 hcurs
(time after release) 10 miles - - I to 4 hours

D. Radiological Characteristics of Releases

To specify the characteristics of monitoring instrumentation,* develop

decisional aids to estimate projected doses, and identify critical

exposure modes, planners will need information on the characteristics

cor atmes::heric releases frcaof potential radioactivity releases.

nuclear ocwer facilities, three dominant exposure medes have been

identified. These are (1) whole bcdy (bone marrow) exposure frca

external gamma radiation and frcm ingestion of radicactive material-,

(2) thyroid ex::osure frca inhalation or ingestion of radicdines; and

9nInteragencyTashcprecaring guidances')arce on Emergency Instrumen*ation (cffsite) is ncwen the type and quanti *.y of instruments needed
for the varicus ex::osure pathways. Iederal agencies recresented on the
Instrumentation Task :orce include NRC, E?A, DCPA, HEW, and :CE.

F. ! 7 [u)-
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(3) exposure of other organs (e.g., lung) from inhalation or

ingestion of radioactive materials. Any of these exposure mcces

could dominate (i.e., result in the largest exposures) depending

upon the relative quantities of various isotoces released.

Radioactive materials prcduced in the operation of nuclear reactors

include fission products and transuranics generated within the

fuel material itself and activation products generated by neutron

exposure of the structural and other materials within and immediately

around the reactor core. The fission products consist of a very
.

large number of different kinds of isotopes (nuclides), almost all

of which are initially radioactive. The amounts of these fission

products and their potential for escape from their normal places

of confinement represent the dominant potential for consequences

to the public. Radioactive fission prcducts exist in a variety of

physical and chemical forms of varied volatility. '/irtually all

activation prcducts and transuranics exist as non-volatile solids.

The characteristics of these materials shcws quite clearly that

the potential for releases to the environment decreases dramatically

in this order: (1) gaseous materials; (2) volatile solids; and

(3) non-volatile solids. For this reason, guidance for scurce

terms representing hypothetical fission product activity witnin

r n ''
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a nuclear pcwer plant containment structure emonasizes the deve10ccent

of plans relating to the release of noble gases and of volatiles such

as iodine. However, consideration of particulate materials should not

be coroletely neglected. For examole, capability to determine the

presence or absence of key particulate radionuclides will be needed

to identify recuirements for additional rescurces.

Table 3 provides a list of key radionuclides that might be ex ected

to be dominant for each exposure pathway. More detailed lists of core

inventories are presented in Chapter 15 of recent Safety Analysis

Reports and in Appendix V of the Reactor Safety Study. Both of these

sources give details on the time histories of the release fractions

for a spectrum of :ostulated accidents.

n
,
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itADlur10Cl. IDES Willi SIGilIFICAtlT C0tlTR1811TI0tl TO 00MIflAtlT EXPOSilRE MODES

ltadionuc1 ides with Significant
Contribution to 1.ung Exposure *
(Lung only controlling when
thyroid dose is reduced by iodine

Radionuclides with Significant Radionuclides with Signi ficant blocking or there is a losig delay
Contribution to Thyroid Exposure Contribution to Whole Body _ Exposure prior to releases).

Ital f Li fe llal f Li fe llal f Li fe
Itadionuclide _(days}_ Radionuclide __(days)_ Radionuclide _(days)_

l-131 11.0S I-131 8.05 1-1 31 8.05
1-13'2 0 .0115 8 Te-132 3.25 I-l32 0.0858
I-133 0.875 Xe-133 S.28 I-133 0.875
1-134 0.0366 1-133 0.875 I-134 0.0366
I-13S .028 Xe-135 0,384 1-135 .028 ,

Te-132 3.2S 1-135 .028 Cs-134 750 [3
Kr-all 0.117 Cs-134 750 Kr-88 0.117 '

Kr-fill 0.117 Cs-137 1I.000
Cs-137 11,000 Ru-106 365

Te-132 3.25
L9

Ce-144 284c.w
-j

r' )
-

N

' Derived froin the snore probable Reactor Safety Study fuel snelt categories and froin postulated design basis
accident releases.
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I '/ . CONCLUSIONS
s

In summary, the Task Force concludes that:

. A spectrum of accidents (not
the source term from a single

accident sequence) shculd be considered in developing a
basis for emergency planning.

. The establishment of Emergency Planning Zones of aoout
10

miles for the plume exposure pathway and about 50 miles for

the ingestion pathway is sufficient to scope the areas in

which planning for the initiation of predetermined protective
act on is warranted for any given nuclear pcwer plant.

. The establishment of time frames and radiological cnaracteristics
of releases provides supporting information for planning and
precaredness.

. If previous consiceration has teen given to the basic ::lanning
elements put forth in existing guidance cocuments(#'~,'')e

,

the establishment of Emergency olanning Zones shculd not

result in large incremental increases in required planning
and preparedness resources.

(., ] S
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GLOSSARY

Class 9 Accident An accident considered to be so !cw in

procability as not to require scecific

additional provisions in the design of

a reactor facility. Such accidents woul

involve secuences of successive failures

more severe than those costulated for

the pur:ose of establishin- '1e design

basis for protective systens and enginee.-

safety features. (Class 9 event secuencs
.

include those leading to total core melt

and consequent degradation of the contai-

ment bcundary and tnose leacing to grcss

fuel clad failure or partial melt with

independent failures of the containment

boundary).

Consecuences The results or effects (escecial'.y crcjec

ccse rates) of a release of radicactive

material to the environment.

Core "elt Accident A costulated eacter accicent in wnic.h :-

fue' melts because cf overheating.

. )I
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Emergency 31annino Zone (EPZ) A generic area defined about a nuclear

facility to facilitate emergency planning

offsite. !! is defined for the plume and

ingestion exposure pathways. In relation

to emergency resconse an E?Z is an area in

which best effort is performed making use

of existing emergency plans and is not an

area in which particular criteria mus* be

met.

Ingestion Excosure Dathway The principal exoosure fecm this pathway

would be frcm ingestion of contaminated

water er focds such as milk or fresh

vegetables. The time of ;otential

exposure could range in length frcn

hcurs to months.

Planning Basis Guidance in terms of (1) Size of 31anning

Area (Distacce); (2) ~ime Decendence of

Release; and (3) Radiological Characteristics

of Releases.

^
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Slume Excosure Pathway The princical excosure sources frca this

pathway are: (a) whole bcdy external

exposure to gamma radiation frcm the plume

and frcm deposited materials and (b)

inhalation exposure frcm the pussing

radioactive plume. The time of potential

exposure could range in length frcm

hours to days.

Projected Dose An estimate of the radiation dose which

affected population groups could potentially

receive if protective actions are not taken.

Protective Action An action taken to avoid or reduce a

projected dose. (Scmetimes referred to

as protective measure).

Protective Action Guide Projected absorbed dose to individuals in

the general :oculation whicn warrants

protective action follcwing a contaminating

event.

Source Term Radioisctcpe inventory of the reactor core,

or radioisotare release to the envircement,

often as 3 # unction of time.

~1,
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APPENDIX :

RATIONALE FOR THE PLANNING BASIS

A. General Consideratiqns

The Task Force considered various rationales for establisning

a planning basis; including risk, probability,

cost effectiveness, and consequence spectrum.

After studying the various approaches discussed belcw, the

Task Force chose to base the rationale for the planning basis

on a spectrum of consequences, tempered by probability consider-

ations.

!

With respect to the risk * rationale,such an approach would
i
~ establish " planning guidance" that could be compared with

the risks associated with non-nuclear accidents. This

rationale would seemingly give a uniform basis for emergency

planning and would clearly indicate the level of risk that

could be mitigated by advanced planning. Mcwever, emercency

planning for non-nuclear hazards is not based upon uar,tifiec

risk analyses. Risk is not generally tnought of ni terms of

procacilities and consequences, rather it is an i .cuitive feeling

of the threat posed to the public. Reactors are unique in this

regard: radiation t. ands to be perceived as more dangerous than

other hazards because the nature of raciation effects are less ccmmenly

* Risk is defined as accident ccnsequences times the probacility Of
accident occurrence.

n. >
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understood and the public generally associates radiation

effects with the fear of nuclear weapons effects. In addition,

a risk-related rationale mignt imoly the determination of an
acceptacle level of risk which is outside the scoce of the Tas"

Force effort. C5cosino a risk camcaracia to ncn-nuclear event:
.

therefore, was not directly used as the rationale for an emerc+

planning basis.

With respect to a procacility rationale, One could arrive at

" planning guidance" by selecting an accident probability

below wnich deveicpment of an emergency plan could not be

justified. Factors favoring using this rationale center arcur

providing a ;uantitative prnbacility basis, which could be

compared witn the prceabilities of other types of emergencies

for whicn plans are crepared.

Factors arguing against the probability rationale are similar

te those against the risk acoroacn. Emergency planning is nc

based upon cuantifiec probabilities of i cidents or accidents.

the basis of the accident crobabilities presented in the Reac--

3afety Study (nuclear and non-nuclear) society tciera es mucr

probatie non-nuclear events with simila r consecuence socctru <

wi thout any 5:ecific : Tanning. Racialccical emergency olennd

not basec uccn Or:babilities, but Cn cuali: ;erce:-icns of r

orcolem and wna; coulc e dcr.e to or0:ect heal:n anc safe v.

essence, i t is a matter :f crudence ratner than r.ecessi v.

GI7 n. .
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A generic "procacility of an event" acpropriate fur planning has

many implications felt t0 be outsice :ne scoce of :ne Task Force

ab.ie cti ve . Mcwever, the concept of accident orobabili:V is imocrtan:

! and dces have a : lace in terms of evaluatina the rance of tne
i

consequences of accident sequences and setting scme reasonable

bounds on the planning basis. The probacility raticnale was usec

by the Task Force to gain additional perscective on the planning

basis finally chosen.
,

!

!

|
With respect to a cost-effectiveness rationale, the level of

emergency planning effort would be based on an analysis of

what it costs to develco different levels of such a plan and

the potential consequences that could be aver:ed by that degree

of development. The fac:Or favoring the cost-effectiveness

rationale is that an emergency plan could be developed on the

basis of cost per potential neal:n effect avertec. Factors

arguing against tne cost-effectiveness ra:1cnale are :ne dif-

ficulty in arriving at costs of plan deve'ccment and maintenance

and considerations :na general anc racioicgical emergency
i

response plans nave alreacy been develcpec. :n addition, absent

an actual accicent, it would be very difficult to assign a dollar

value to the effectiveness of :ne plan in terms Of nealth ef#ects

averted.

| Lastly, :ne calculatec c:nsequences # rom e scectr* m Of postulatec
i
' accidents was consicered as :ne ra:icnale for :ne plannin; basis.

i
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Such a rationale cculd be used to helo identify desiracle

planning elements and establish bounds on the planning effort.

Further, a planning basis could be easily stated and understc:.

in terms of the areas or distances, time frames and radio-

logical characteristics that would correspond to the ccnse-

quences frcm a range of possible accidents. Consecuence oriente

guidance would also provide a consistency and uniformity in

the amount of planning reccanended to State and local

governments. The Task Force therefore judged tnat the conse-

quences of a spectrum of accidents should be the principal

rationale behind the planning basis.

B. Ccnsecuence Considerations

The Task Force considered the complete spectrum of accidents

postulated for various purposes, including those discussed

in environmental reports (i.e. best estimate Class i through

8 accidents), accidents postulated for purposes of evaluating

plant designs (e.g. the CBA/LCCA), and the spectrum of

accidents assessed by the Reactor Safety Study. Tne Task Fora

concluded that the environmental report discussions (Class 1-3

were too limited in scoce and detail to be useful in emergency

planning.

1. Desion Basis Accidents

Under NRC Regulations, tne site / reactor cesign ccmcination mus:

be sucn :nat tne consecuences of casign basis accicen:s are

-ei
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; below tne plume exposure guidelines of 10 CFR Part 100. The
t

j design basis loss-of-coolant accident (DBA-LCCA) has been
i
I typically tne most severe design basis accident in that it
' results in the largest calculated offsite doses of any accident

in tnis class. The CSA-LOCA is not a realistic accident

scenario in that the release magnitudes are much more severe than

would be realistically expected and may exceed that of scme core-

melt type accidents. A test estimate assessment of the release

following a LCCA would be significantly smaller than the CBA-LCCA

used for siting purposes. An analysis of this accident has been

performed for most of the power plants licensed or under review

by NRC to determine the dose / distance relationships as comouted

by traditionally conservative assumptions used uncer 10 CFR ? art

100 requirements. ?.esults of this study are presented later in

this appendix. The study concluded tnat the higher PAG clume

exposures of 25 rem (thyroid) and 5 rem (wnole body) would not

be exceeded beyond 1G miles for any site analyzed. Even under

the most restrictive PAG plume exposure values of 5 rem to tne

thyroid anc 1 rem wnole body, over 70 percent of :ne plants woulc

not require any consideration of emergency responses beyonc 10
i
'

miles. :t shoulc be noted that even for the DSA-LOCA, One lcwer

range of the plume PsGs would likely not be exceeded outside the

icw poculation :cne (L?Z) for average meteorological conditions.

* ');c -
,v. u
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For the ingestion pathways, uncer :ne same CSA-LOCA conditions",

the dcwnwind range within wnich a PAG of 1.5 rem thyroid could

be exceeced would be limited to within 50 miles even

under the conservative 10 CFR 100 assumptions. The 50 mile

distance is also justified as a maximum planning distance

because of likely significant wind shifts within this distance

that would further restrict the radius of the scread of radicac-

material.

2. Class 9 Accidents

" Class 9" accidents cover a full spectrum of releases wnich rans

frcm those accidents which are of the same order'as the DBA-LOC;

type of releases; i.e. , doses on the order of PAGs within 10 mi'

to those accidents which release significant fractions of the

available radicactive materials in the reactor to the atmosphere

thus having potential for life-threatening doses. The icwer

range of the spectrum would include accicents in which a core

" melt-througn" of the containment would occur. As in the CSA-L:

class, the doses frca " melt-through" releases (involving

thousands of curies) generally would not exceed even :ne most

restrictive PAG beyond about 10 miles from a power plant. The

uocer range of the ccre-melt accidents is categorizec by those

in whicn :ne containment catastrochically fails and releases lar

quantities of racicactive ma:erials cirectly to the atmosphere

tecause of over-cressurization or a steam ex:losion. hese

r - - 7
3m / sJJ
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accidents have the potential to release very large quantities

(hundrecs of millions of curies) of radioactive materials. There

is a full spectrum of releases between the icwer anc upper range

with all of tnese releases involving scme combination ci atmosoneric

and melt-througn accidents. These very severe accidents have tne

potential for causing serious injuries and deaths. Therefore,

emergency response for nese concitions must nave as its rirst

priority ne reduction of early severe nealtn effects. stuoies( '

have been performed wnica inc1cate nat if emergency actions sucn

as sheltering or evacuation were taken witnin acout iu miles of a

power plant, there would be significant savings of early injuries

ano ceatns from even tne mos -' severe' atmospneric releases.

For the ingestion pathways, (due to the airborne releases and

under Class 9 accident conditions), the downwinc range within

wnich significant contamination couic occur would generally be

limited to about 50 miles frcm a power plant, because of wind

shif ts during the release and travel periocs. There may also be

conversion of iodine in the atmosphere (for long time periocs)

to chemical forms which co not reacily enter the ingestion pathway.

Additionally, mucn of the particulate materials in a cicud would

have been deposited on the ground within about 50 miles.

C. Probability Consicerations

An additional perscactive can be gainec when the planning basis
i

| is considerec in terms of the likelihocc (pro: ability) of

accidents wnica could equire some emergency res;onse.i

,

,,, 9
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Probabilities can be used tc give a perspective to tne

emergency planner by ccmparing the chance of a reactor acciden-

to other emergencies .for which plans and action may be requirec

This consideration forms an i.dditional basis upon wnich the

Task Force selected the planning casis. The Reactor Safety

Study (RSS) estimated the probabilities * cf various severe

accidents occurring at nuclear pcwer plants. The probability c

a loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA) from a large pipe break was
.

estimated to be approximately one chance in 10,000 (ix10' ) of

occurring per reactor-year. LOCA accidents wculd not necessari

lead to the melting of the reactor core since emergency core

cooling systems (ECCS) are designed to protect the core in

such an event. In fact, other accident initiating events such

as the loss-of-coolant accident from a small pipe break or

transient events have a higner chance of leading to core-melting
than do large LOCA accidents. Core-melt type accidents were

calculated to have a probability of about one charce in 20,000

of occurring per reactor-year. There is a significant degree

of uncertainty associated with both of the above probability
estimates.

* Use of tne RSS probability estimates, in the context of emergency planningnas been thorougnly examined.
of uncertainties in these numcers (as indicated in tne Risk Asses mentIt is recognirec that there is a large range
Deview Grouc Recort,

NUREG/CR-CACO), but tne perscective gainec wnen ccn-
s1cering :ne procacilities is 1=cortant in making a rational :ecision
concerning a basis for emergency planning.

-
.
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The degree of uncertainty is sucn tnat no cifferentiation can
i

be confidently made, en a probacilistic basis, between tne

OSA/LOCA and the releases associated with less severe ccre-melt

ca tegori es .

As discussed in Appendix III, the Task Force has concluded that

both the design basis accicents and less severe core-melt accidents

snculd be considered when selecting a basis for planning pre-

determined protective actions and that certain features of the

more severe core-melt accicents should be consicered in planning

to assure that scme capability exists to reduce the ccnsequences

of even the most severe accidents. The low probabilities associated

with core-melt reactor accidents (e.g. one enance in 20,000 or
.:

5 x 10 * per reactor-year) are not easy to ccmprehend and additional

perspectives are useful. Within the next few years, there will

have been accumulated ap?roximately 500 reactor-years of civilian

nuclear power plant operation in tnis country. Less than 303 of

all core melt accidents would result in high exposure cutsice the

recommended planning cistances. Therefore, cver this time pericc'

the probability of an accident within the USA with exposures

exceeding the plume or ingestion PAGs outside the planning basis
_:*,

distances wcuid be about 15 x 10 ~ x 500 or acout I cnance in
i
t
i

The Reactor Safety Study exclicitly limitu its analyses o -he first
*

100 reactors anc five years (tnrcugh 1980).

This estimata is basec upon tne assumotions of tne RSS. I snoulc**

be noted tnat nere is a large uncertainty on :n:s numcer.

5,I UJ
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100. To restate this, tnere is about a 1% chance of emergenc;

plans being activated in tha U.S. beycnc the rec mmended E. Zs

within the next few years. For a single State, this probabi'-

d' ops appreciably. For a State with ten reac::rs wi:nin or

adjacent to its borders, the probability of exceeding PAGs

outside the planning basis radius for the plume expcsure path'.
-5

is about 1.5 x 10 x 10 or abaut one cnance in 6000 per year

according to the P.eactor Safety Study analysis.
-

t

9 For perspective, a concarisen between reac:cr accicents and
,

. j| other emergency situations can be made. Considerations of
- ' a; ,4,#

I 'j ;j emergency planning for reactor accidents are quite similarf

. Jiiip .: .H ''

' #1:'

W;, to many other emergencies; floods, for example, have many
~ M.

- ,. n,
- ; characteristic; wnich are ccccarable. Timing, response-

' '' measures and potential consequences, sucn cs procerty
%

!:f!' damage are similar for both events.
,

,

;t

'

Flood risk analysis has been carried Out by the :lccd
.!

Insurance Program of :ne Department Of Hcusing and Urban

j Development anc the Corps of Engineers. :lcoc plains ' aven

;. been designated for all areas of the country ty ccmcuting

the probacility of being ficcced within a cer:ain :ericd
,

| of time; ie., the.lCC-year ficcd plain designa:es : nose
i

! areas which can be excected to be uncer water aren :ne wors:
i

flood in a century occurs. Even witn this rela:i/ely cign

probagilityofsevereficccaccurrencetherearenoex:li;j:
.>"s

,

recuirements for emerger.cy response ianning. q
C. ,3 \

\ J
l
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Hurricanes and tornadoes are two potential threats for wnica scTe

emergency planning is requirec. Aaproximately 2 hurricanes

cer year may be excected to hi: the Atlantic coastai States

which recuire emergency response. For incivicual States, :ne

nurricane frequency ranges from 0.01 to 0.55 per year.

Tornadoes have a very high probability of occurrence per year.

A severe tornado can be characterized by wind speecs of

over 200 miles per hour. Such tornadoes are capable of

lifting cars off the gmunc, tearing roofs anc walls

off frame nouses, overturning trains, and uorcoting or

snapping most trees. Emergency actions would probably be

taken for sucn tornadoes. The frequency of severe .tornacces

for individual States, ranges frcm ' bout 0.1 to a per year.

Severe reactor accidents are at least 1C0 times less likely to

occur than these other disasters requiring emergency response.

'le nevertheless believe, that it is accropriate to deveico

flexible emergency respense capabilities unich will assure na:

consequences from nuclear reactor accidents are minimized.

.

I
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0. Emercency Dianninc Considerations Cerived f-em Sitinc.

. eteorolecical "odels and Licensina Criteria"

1. Si tin;

As indidated in 10 CFR Part 100 (Siting Criteria),

an aoplicant for a construction permit to builc a nuclear

scwer clant must designate an exclusion area, a low poculation

:cne (L?!) and a population center based uoen c nsideration

of ?ccuiation distribution The exclusion area must be of such

a size that an indivir.ual located at any point on its boundary

for two nours inmediately follow 1.,o *he enset of a postulated

design basis accident fission product release frem the reactor

clant would ne* eceive a total radiation dose to the whole bcdy

of 25 rem or 300 rem to the thyroid frem radioactive plume expcsures.

The LPZ must be of such a size that an individual located at any

point on its outer bcundary who is exposed to :ne radioactive

cl0ud during its entire perica (30 days) cf passage would not

receive a total radiation dose ~ to the wnoie bcdy of 25 rem or 300

rem thyroid. Calculated doses are usually substantially less

than these doses. Protective measures are not

assumed to be taken to avoid or mitigate these cosas cu"ing,

:ne denotec time perices. In adci* ion, site relatec recairemen:s

are placed on the exclusion area anc the LPI. The licensee mu::

have authority cver all activit:es witnin :ne exclusion area,

whicn normally requires cwnershio of the area. There mus: ,3,,

's'C,n
J"1
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be a reasonaole probability :nat acorcpriate crotective

measures, including evacuation, could be taken for tna

residents in the L?Z in the event of a serious accident.

Ocse guideline values are not given for the peculation

center, althougn the ex0ected doses would be less : nan witnin tne
i

! LPZ. Cemograchic characteristics within 50 miles of sites
' are discussed in detail in Environmental Recorts and in

i Chaoter 2 of Safety Analysis Recorts for eacn nuclear power

i plant and in Reference 1.
,

I

!
:

Assumotions used oy the NRC staff :: assess conformance

with these regulations are centained in various Regulatory

Guices (~eTg, Regulatory Guides i.3 and 1.4) and the .1RC staff's

; Standard. Review Plans for Chapter 15 of Safety Analysis

Reports sutaitted by apolicants for construction permits andas.

opcrating licenses. Although various assumptions are utilized

in this guidance, certain common features are shared: systems

c;ntaining potentially ignificant quantities of radio-

nuclides are postulated to fail for an unspecifiec reason,

releasing all or sucstantial fract.icns of their invent ries

f from their normai location to tne reactor clant ccntainment

structure;* various installed safety systems in the contain-

ment designed to mitigate One c:nsecuences of the postulated

release, are assumec to be inoperable a One time of tne eve .,

*:n particular, for One wors: case :BA/LCCA ;ostula:ec for : n ain-
ment cesign, ICC3 cf the noble gases anc EC; of :ne radiciocines in
:ne reac:tr core are : resumed to :e releasec frcm ne core anc crimar;.
:ressure bcundary :: :ne contairment, whicn is assumec :: isciate
anc leak a: a scecifiec vciame:ric leak rate.

' 1, dE ,i
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or are assumed to oe operating in a degradec mcde, or ccmcir.-

ations tnereof; tne resulting f-actional release to ne

atmospnere is assumed :: cccur at ground level under extremely

unfavorable cis;ersion conditicns, i .e. , uncer conditions
.

such that the calculated dose for the given fractional release
the

would not be exceeded more than five cercent of the time a:

site under review; and cose mocels whicn overestimate ne ccse

on a clume center!ine for :ne given releasa fraction are used in
!

the dose calculation. For all of these postulated, simultaneously

occurring circumstances, 10 CFR Part 100 dose guideline values

must act be exceeded at the scecified distances frcm :ne site.

Perspective on the implications of nese 10 C. R 100 reac::e

siting criteria for emergency olanning can be obtained by

relating the calculated doses to the EPA ?AGs, to guidelines

for milk inges. tion, and to certain Teteorciogical as:ects

of d1Lpersion in the atmospnere. :or ground level releases,

witncut a winc snift, cose cecreases .eitn downwind dis ance (r)

, where 1 s bet::een 1.5 and 3, depencing onin prcportion to ,-a i

tne stacility class prevailing at -he -ime.( }(Stability classes

are measures of atmoscheric cis:ersion and are classi iec

by One le::ers 2 :nrougn G, with A : enc:ing ex remel cis:ersive

conditions ( see Ta:le I-1)('*)) . or .ne NRC 5taf# assum -ion
1

concitions (e.g., class conditicns witn icw wind

C: 7 - . .
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speed) and for " average' cispersion conditions (e.g. , class

D stacility), a value of a_ = 1.5 provides a ccod accroxi-

maticn for purposes o,f projecting dose rates witn distance

f- n an exclusion area bouncary. Tacle I-2 and figure I-1

illustrate this dose rate decrease. For illustrative purposes,

figure I-l also shows the decrease for values of a_ caual to

I and 2. Exceot for stability class A, whicn seldcm

Occurs, dose rate should decrease with distance witnin the

21/r and 1/r curves in :nis figure, carring a significant

wind snift turing a release period.

For purposes of this discussion, dose vs distance extrapola-

tions of the exclusion radius dose rate for LA accidents

are of the greatest interest. Table I-2 ,oresents projected

uocer ecund_ (no wind shift) values of 2 hour wnole bcdy and

thyroio doses at various distances given a 25 rem and 300 rem

dose level at an exclusion radius (r ). :or a site with ang

exclusion radius of One mile, tha 4per limits of the arcccsed

E?A PAGs for plume ex:csures woule :e exceeded wi n n 3

miles (whole bccy PAG) and 5 miles (thyroid PAG) of the reac or

plant containment structure; the i:wer limits could be exceeded

witnin 3 niiles (whole :ody) anu 15 miles (tnyroid; Of tne reactor

piant cntairment structure. :cr a site wi-h an exclusion radius

of 0.5 miles (abcut the median #cr currently licensed plants),

' .
__ ,

\*

s . stvv
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% TABLE I-2
b
!:

UPPER 3CU:10 PluttE EXPOSURE PATH'./AY
I

.ff PROJECTED C0525 EASED C:1

j +*

h
, 10 CFR PART ICO.11 7ALUE5
i

y

3 : r/r (r/r )-1'": 0 to 2 HR 00SC L:MIT (RE'4) ETA
*~4

g g
4 Whole Bcdy THYROID (hrs
Q- ,

7)P.
;

t? l. 1. 25 300 0.5''

"t 1.5 0.54 1a 162 0.75

,k 2 0.35 3.3 105 1
'

sm 3 0.19 4.3 57 1.5
4 0.13 3.3 39 2fg )[#g' 5 0.089 2.2 27 2.5

sp j 6 0.C63 1.7 20 3

W i 3 0.044 1.1 13 4
.

9 10 0.032 0.3 9.6 5
.,

- k 15 0.017 0.43 5.2 7.5'

. !, 20 0.011 0.23 3.3 10

~Ai -

}j,.4[ $ NOTES: (1) Dose = Cose commitment on olume centerline.
5

1 i<.

I (2) r = Exclus on area boundary, or exclusien raciusi

d) f for a given site; r/r = multiple of exclusiong
radi s; lefthand column can be read as miles if'

.jy

v3 r = 1 mile.
o-p <

(3) Presumes 1C0% of noble gases and 505 af radioidines'

in core inventory released to containment, constantv. .
-

+

P! volumetric leak rate frca containment, "five percentiie"'

'// meteorology, straight line of sight travel of the pl_me,
.

- d.,.
and conservative dose factors for plume exposure.

.

o
$E (4) ETA = Estimated time of arrival of plume front based on

ro = 1 mile and 2 moh wind speed. Higner wind speed-
,

,

reduce travel times and calculated doses.'

v
.
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FIGURE I-l
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:nese limits could be exceeded within half the cenoted distances.

Calcula:ec course-of-acci:ent doses coul: be several times

larger than the acove values.

A second perspective fr0m .9nica o ceruse tne data in "acie I-2

is na of the :nyroid ?tGs for One milk ingestion pathway.

. . . . a . ,

..ine 'atic or nyroid ecse ccmmitment fac:Or (related air

cancentration) for tn.e mi,ik patnway to :ne inhalation tpiume. . , .

exposure) =athway is of the orcer of 3C0 for I-131.* Frcm

:nis perspective it is clear tnat, without a wind shift during

the release pericd, potential dose ccamitments via the milk

pat:1way could exceed the ingestion PAG for tens of

miles frcm the reactor site for ne presumed conditions, given

One presence of dairy herds and pasture in tne dcwnwind cirec-

tion. Clearly, wnerever there is a actential :: exceed a

plume exposure PAG for tne nyroic, Onere is a mucn greater

actential to exceed One milk patnway :nyrcic OAG. 'iternatelj,

mucn Icwer releases of radioicdine cculc result in ;rojec:ec

doses in excess of the ingestian ?AG withcut :nere being a

potential to exceed plume exacsure OaGs.

'For a core release. I-131 activi y acul: ce about one eign n :ne : al

radioicdine ac-ivity..
.

Ini-ially (#0r a day or so) :-133 or :-!35
activ ties .vou,ld .:e :cminant.i

, - .. ._..nus, at nougn ;-i;. .vculd :cmina:e -.e
j projec ec :cse ccmmitment rate. ne key early ircica ces #:e mcni: r'

pur:oses wculd be ne ',crd (1-2 "e'/) gamma emissicns #com :-125.-
i
,

h

I

t
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2. Meteoro1cgical Considerations

Althcugn actual atmospheric diffusion is unlikely to behave

as simple :neory wculd suggesc, initial projections of

cose during an incident would most likely be based in cart

on tne simple, theoretical, gaussian plume model (i.e., Pasquill
diffusicn). Shown in figure I-2 are :necretical " widths" of

.
,

gaussian shaped plumes ( ) (the concentration of a pollutant

at the ; elected width of :ne plume is accu: 1% of :ne center-

line concentration). Travel times of plume fronts for different

wind s:eeds are also illustrated 'a figure I-2. Stability
class, wind speed and wind direction might be considerably

different at the same time at different locations in tne vicin-,

ity of a site and local topograpny could significantly influ-
ence wind patterns.

Nevertheless, One informaticn displayed

in figure I-2 could be useful for scoping initial emergency
- 4

response actions, especially for those areas within a coucie !E
of miles of a site. For example, for a winc speed of 2 e

2
: ^

miles per nour and class F stability ( corresponding E

,

: , u

:_
rougnly to ne meteorological conditions assumed for :ne wces- 5 **
case (~5) design basis accident consicered for curposes of con-

e
$
_i

tainment design), a plume front would not arrive at a location
u .

two miles downwind for almost one ocur. For this hy.o:netical

case, given timely warning, and using crosswinc travel, an

incividual coulc, barring any ocstacles, v.alk out of :ne :0:an-

tially imcactec area efore the piume front ex encs : 50-

r.,0 miles, 21 -

7.

'

f.l s' i,
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since :na incivicual would have to travel for about six

minutes to do so. Generally, higner wind speecs result

in lower dose rates for a given release fraction (scurce

erm), but time of arrival of a plume fron m a specific

distance is snorter. -

In :ne foregoinu , On several occasions note was made of the possible

influence of a wind shif t. Clearly, upon a wind shif t :ne

plume exposure dose ccanitment rate of persons in the original

cownwind direction, cue to the passage of a plume, would

end, and a different population dose ccmmitment rate would

begin in the new downwind direction.

NOAA(:) has analyzed National Weather Station meteorological*

data across the United States and has presented 'results in

the form of grachical displays of :ne probability of hours of
U Uwind persistence in 22.5 and 67.5 secto rs (Figure I-3 and I a).

The study concludes that there is an even chance of a d ;-

nificant winc snif t occur-ing in One nex: two to foup cours at

any given location in tne United States. A few general caservations

are of impor to emergency planning and/or rescanse:
" the higher the wind sneed, ne greater 's. . .

the tendency for :ne wind ta remain in a given :irec:' n. ::n-

versely, 4: is in the icwes wind 3:aec categories of cair

anc i to 5 : n :na: :ne leas: cirectice :ersis:ence is founc."

c ? ~i -

1Jc/ Ji /
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and ". . wind roses (frecuency) :nat favor a particularJ .

y sector will also tend to persist in that sector."
,

5

Thrse caveats to the meteorolccical discussicn are worta noting. The

first has to do with precipitation. Rainfall could occur either at

the time of a radioactive release or some time during transport,

ossibly many miles away from the source of the release. Rainfall

is usually a very efficient scavenger of particle; in :ne

atmospnere. Shcuid a racicactive release to :ne atmosonere

occur during rainf all, One snould expect to find relatively

greater ground depositicn close to the source of the release,

independent of the height of the release, than one would find

during clear weather. Uncer rainy conditicns, rolatively less
.

I air and ground concentrations of radicactive material shcul:
>
'

be founc at greater distances frcm the scurce of :ne release.

On :ne otner nanc, a release could occur curing dry wea:ner

yet the release : uld intercept a rainfall at scme distance

away; at this distance particles could be de csitec on the

earth, vecetation, structures, sater, et:., very efficiently.

In a strong rainfall a substantial fracticn of deccsited

radicactive material could even be washec away. Rainfall

in'.;r:ection cculd be the most imocr ant e:coroicgica;,

I
|

:nenomena of concern for the case af a strongl/ eleva:ec
i

release, Iucn as due : iume rise :# a : er ally he:
'

-elease wnicn is crocacie with larger ac:icerts.

r i'

Jai s--
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The seconc cavea Ocncerns real world meteorology. As noted

earlier, plumes or cuffs do not normally f:11cw straight lines,

es:ecially in low winc s;eed concitiens. or do they maintain

a constant wincspeed and stacility. Puf's :an :cuble back anc

return frcm wnere they came and slow down or speed uo. Clearly,

ne track of a major radioactive release souid be of great interest

and concern. As illustrated in Figure 715 of reference (3),

radiation signals well above natural backgr0und sncuid be observed

even miles away frcm a plume at tne center of wnica the dose rate

is as low as one rem per hour, and even less. Sucn plumes could

be tracked using aircraft and generally available instrumentation

such as Geiger counters and " cutie pies."

It is also important to realire that a sucstantial mount of energy

could be asscciated with major releases. This energy will tend to

lif t -the radioantive material off of the round and form a clouc

or plume. If this occurs, tracking of the material could be mucn

more difficult since the wind direction can change cramatically

with attitude.

a. Licensinc Considerations

NRC regulation recuire applicants for licenses to construct and

operate nuclear :cwer facilities to make accident dose calculations.

Sucn calculatior.s take in o consideration clant designs and site

characteristics. ~ hey are based in part on .ne :5A _CCA ac:icent

scenario.

Inneren: in the : nsecuence calculations #:e ne :cstulatec -,
'

-

' /

. .
.. .

r: ~I
.

,

''au

_
ve ;ercer : ; e', metecrt .cgy ,,. ,,,. is ca cresum: ;cn 07. ...

- s. .,

i.e., ne cresum :icn :na a mospneri dis ers cr. a a si e
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at the time of the postulated accicent should be more favorable

(leading to Icwer doses) ninety-five percent of tne time.
, ,\
.jAlternately, given :ne costulated accident, the odds are a: "

Tleast twenty to :ne against che doses being as large as
r-
'bcalcula:ec for the :BA-LCCA. This "five-percentile" meteoro-

logy is derived frca measurements made at the site during, or

crevious to, the construction period. It can nominally be

characterized by class F stability and very low wind speecs

(e.g., 2 miles / hour or less), i.e., the very conditions

for wnica a wind snift is most likely. These data are presented

in Chapter 2 of current Safety Analysis Repor:s for each nuclear

power facility and are given as funcions of elapsed time and

distance.

The resuits ' :ne conservative licensing calculations for tne

CEA-LCCA vu. frcm plant-to-plant because of plant design and

variation in meteorology. For nis reason a large number plan s

were analy:ec in arcer to recort the likely range of the con-

servative DBA-LOCA cases. Data frca seventy safety analysis

reports nere collected and used for this purpose. The seventy

plants consisted of 129 separate nuclear units. The resul ting

cistribution of :5A-LCCA deses calculated for :nese facilities a ca

incicative cf ciants that are new coerating and Diants : hat wi!!

te caeratinc in :ne rear futura.

On examole of :ne resuits of such calcula:isns is snown t- r7 ~ ' ,(
L ,I a t. <
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figure I-5. As is seen in the figure, the major portion of the

radioactive material will be released in the first few hcurs,

after the ac:icent. :ortunately, for release curations of more

than a couple of nours there will be significant wind shifts

and cloud meander (especially associated with the 5% to meteor-

ological conditions postulated). Therefore, for purposes of these

calculations it was assumed that the dose of any individual

would be limited to that of tne first two hours after the accident.

The results of the analysis are depicted in figures I-6 througn

I-9. Figure I-6 shows the 2 hour thyroid dose versus distance

for the 50 percentile and 10 cercentile cases. The 50 percantile

curve is the median dose for al7 129 units; nus half of the

units had doses less tnan that indicated and the other half

had greater doses. The 10 percentile curve means that 10% of

:ne units had doses greater than that indicated. This figure

also shows a rapic decrease in :nyroic dose out to aimost 10 miles

with a leveling off at greater distances. It shcws that at ten

miles, the 2 hour thyroid dose wcuid be typically acout a rea

and that in a few cases it may exceec 10 rem. Figure,I-7 takes

the same data but picts the dose at.70 miles against the cumulative

frequency of reactor uni s. It can ce seen nat the CSA-LCCA

cases were calculatec to exceed the icwer ?A3 cange for only

30$ of tne ; nits.

rigure I-3 and I-9 crovide similar alcts for the wnole bccy

cf / or
/ JcJsv
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The results are similar :o the thyroid case.cose case.

The dose is seen to sharply decrease witnin 10 miles and c

decrease sicwly a: greater distances. A: 10 miles :.ne

wnole bcdy dose for :ne median plant aas about 1/10 of a rem

and very few plants had doses in excess of 1/2 rem wnole body.

Fecm these results, the Task Force concluded :na: accu: a

10 mila Emergency 31anning Zone for :ne alume exposure pathway

was justified to assure tnat predetermined actions woulc be

planned in those areas wnere ?AGs could be exceeced in the

event of a release comparable to a design basis accident.

For :ne ingestion pathway, figure I-10 was develoced shcwing

a distance relationship of potential cose to an infant's

tilyrcid fecm milk consumption. As was done for the piume

excesure, ccnservative calculaticrai tecnnicues were used ::

attempt to bound One results of :ne ingesticn ex:csure. cr

example, the straight line trajec ry .vas used wi:n no craci:

ta<en for wind shifts. All of tne assumotions of :na Reactor

Safety Study for the calculation of thyroic dose frcm milk

ingestien were used for tnis analysis. The results of

figure :-10 snow that for the CSA-LCCA, ingestion deses a:ove

PAG's are unlikely to occur beyond accut 50 miles from power piants.

r ,

v v / ; ;J
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E. E.mercancy Disnninc Conside-1+ ion Oerived #-cm

The Reactor Safety Studv / WASH 'aCO)

The Reactor Safety Study (RSS) attemots to provide a detailed

quanti.tative assessment of the probability a.'d consequences of

" Class 9" accidents. The study concluded that the public risk

frem nuclear reactor accidents was ccminated by accidents in

which there was substantial damage to the reactor core.and

tnat the probabilities of such accidents were very saall .*

Since emergency planners are encouraged to develop response plans

wnich will be flexible enough to respond to most accident

situations, scme understanding of " Class 9" accidents and the

relationships between them and emergency planning is needed.

The Reactor Safety Study cevelope: the mathematical techniques

and data base to provide an uncerstanding of :nese relationsnips.

To obtain an appreciation for the distances to wnich or areas

within which emergency planning migqt ce required, a pers;ective

on the relative ?rceabilities of certain critical ccses as

a function of distance fecm the power plant for these accicents

*Protacility of a "ccre-melt'j accicen: was as:imatec c ce accroxi-
mately 1 in 20,CCO (S. x ig-:) per reac or year. There is a
large uncertainty on :nis num:er.

e ,, - - 9
e i * L
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is needed. A set of such curves nas been prepared for all

of the RSS accider.: release categories (figure I-il). These

curves include both Pressuri:ed and Boiling Water Reactor (:WR {
& EWR) accidents. Coses are given for the critical values

{
for which emergency planners should be concerned. One and 'i

.I
five rem wncle body doses correspond to the icwer range of the

PAGs; 50 rem whole body corresponds to the dosage at whica

early illnesses start to occur; and 200 rem wnole body is the

dose at wnich significant early injuries start to occur. As

can be seen frcm figure I-ll, core melt accidents can be

severe, but the probability of large doses drops off substanti-

ally at about 10 miles frcm the reactor. Similar conclusions

can be reacned by evaluating the other critical organs of

lung and thyroid shown in figures I-12 and I-13, respectively.

For the lung, the doses of 5, 25, 3C0 and 3000 rem were plotted

as a function of distance and probability of occurence. :or

the thyroid, the reference doses of 5, 25, 300 rem, wnicn

ccrrespond to tne icwer and upper PAG levels, and :ne guide-

line exposure used for siting purposes are presented.

Given a core melt accident, :here is about a 7C'; cnance of

exceeding the PAG dcses at 2 miles, a 20*; cnance at 5 miles,

anc a 30$, cnance a: 10 miles frca a pcwer plant. ~ hat is,

-5:ne probability of exceeding :AG ccses a: 10 miles is i.5 x 10
-?

il J J d
'

(
Dv I
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Dose calculations assumed no protective actions uken, and straight !ine piume

- .

trajectory, p. j
,| J J 'i
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Lung dose calculated includes: external dose to the lung due to the passing c! cud,
exposure to radionuclides on ground, and the dose to the lung from inhaled
radionuclides within 1 year.
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external dose to the thyroid cue to the passing
Thyroid dose calculated includes:
t! cud, exposure to radionuclides on ground, and the dose to the thyroid from
inhaled radionuclides.
Dose caiculations assumed no protective actions taken, and straight line trajectory.
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per reactor year" (one chance in 50,000 per reactor-year) frcm

the Reactor Safety Study analysis.

I

Based' in part upon the above informaticn ne Task Force judged

that a 10 mile plume EPZ would be appropriate to deal witt,

core melt accidents.

Potential ingestion cases to the thyroid (thrcugh the ccw/ milk

pathway) frcm core melt accidents are given in ' figure :-14.

The distance for which emergercy planning is needed is not easily

determined from the infornation given in the figure. It is

evident that doses can potentially be quite high out to

considerable distances.

The current PAG for milk ingestica is 30 rem thyroid to an

indivicual and 10 rem thyroid to a suitable sample of tne

population (asucily calculatec on the basis of an infan:'s

tnyroid). Given a core melt accident, there is a r. ear

1005 cnance of exceeding the 10 rem thyroic PAG frcm milk

ingestion at 1 mile, about an SQL chance at 10 miles and a 20%

chance at 25 miles from a power plant. A planning basis

for milk insastion on the order of 25 miles would tneref e

accroximately ccrrespond to tne 10 miie clure exposure cis ancei

I
,

i
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*
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if current FRC guidance were used. However, because tne

Task Force is aware that revision of the FF.C guides
' may result in recommencations for certain types of pre-

ventive measures (such as putting cows on stored feed)
,

at projected doses substantially below tnese levels,*

th e _. 35,4 rarce cnose an ingestion pat.w.way -,, on the order- . .

arc,

;
i

i of 50 miles.
:

-

.

'The recommenced size of the ingestien exposure E I is cased on an excectec
revision of milk pathway ;rotective 'c-ion Gaiuelines by FCA-3ureau cf
3,adiolcgical ..m ea,t tn. _. -

ine iask Force uncerstancs nat measures sucn as
-

.

placing cairy cows cn stored faec will ;e reccmmencac for crojec ac
ex;csure levels as Icw as accut i.: rem to tre infan- nyroic. Secu::
. . . e w- . #.. ren. ::c 3.,4..a.j,o..mc 4 . . . , 4. . . ,. c. , , .. . .=ccu. 7.: . . i '. =. c. .c.-

. , --a . ~2 i... . s.
'.. , m. .m

u _

ce FeC0mmenceC by One 7asK F0rce.
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of C##si e :~ar-ency 3--*cc-4va vo=e mes #ari tF. :vaminat on

Core Melt accidents

A recent study ( 6, 7) has been publisred which is of general
.

use to those responsible for emergency respcnse planning for

reactor accidents in understanding tne ' Class 9" accident

relationships and scecifically the core " melt-through" anc

" atmospheric" accident classes. This study was undertaken to

evaluate, in terms of public radiation exposure and health

effects, the relative merits of possible offsite emergency

protective measures for resoonse to potential nuclear reactor

accidents involving serious reactor accidents. Three types of

protective measures were examined and ccmpared: evacuation;

sheltering folicwed by poculaticn relocation, and medical

(iodine) prophylaxis. This study was based upon the 3eactor

Safety Study results and methodolcgies. The conclusions of

the study not only give a persoective on :ne relative merits

of c given protective measure, the conclusions also confirm

the Task Force recommendations on the distances and tines

for wnich planning is appropriate.

r, ' 7
~ q
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FiguresI -15 anc Ll6 give the adciticnal perspective cf the

study on the prc0 abilities and neecs for emergency planning

in terms of the core " melt-througn" and " atmospheric" categcries
t -

and a range of expected emergency actions. Figure * -10 shows

the probabilities of exceeding thyroid and whole body PAGs

versus distance frca the reactor, cor.ditional on the cccurrence

of a*nelt-througn" reieasa. The probabilities are calculated

for an individual located outdoors, and are presented for

both icwer and upper PAG levels for each organ. A similar curve

is snown in figure I-16 for tne"atmospherid' releases.

The figure indicates that bo:n wnole body and thyroid

PAGs are 'ikely to be exceeded at very large distances'

frcm the reactor (and correspcndingly over very large areas)

if an " atmospheric" accident were :0 accur. Doses in excess
,

'

of thresnold levels for early health effects are confinec to

smaller areas.much closer to :ne reactor. Therefore, in the
t

i unlikely event that an accident of this magnitude were to cccur,

respons.ble authorities might choose to direct their available

' Caution must ce usec in interoreting :ne large distances indica:ec.
Tne RSS consecuence nocei assumes an invariant winc cirecti:n f ailcwing
:ne release of radioactive material . However, because of :ne -ime

recuirec ey :ne cloud to travel large cis:ances, it is li'<eiy :na: -"e
wind directions will, in fact, snif: and :ha; :ne crecicted :cse levels
woulc not ce ccserved a: the repor:ec racial cistance. Ratner. ne
distance ac; lies mere closely :: :ne trajectory of :ne releasec cicuc.

e <; ~ ')-

'a L i J
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rescurces towards Timiting tne life- and injury- nreatening

doses to individuals in : nose closer areas. Then, if sufficient

resources are availab,ie, protective measures might a,lso :e.

imolemented for individuals at larger distances for whcm :AGs

are, or are likely to be, exceeded.

Mean"* numbers of projected early fatalities anc injuries

within sele;ted radial intervals, conci:ional on an ' at cs-

;neric" release are compared for evacuation and sheltering

strategies in Hgures I-17 and I-18. Seven strategies are

included, as defined in the key to these figures. Strategy

1 assumes that no immediate protective actions are taken.

2, 3, and 2 are selected sheltering strategies. Strategies!

:
t

3 and 4 represent sheltering for regions in ahicn a large,

. . ..

:trec:1ve exccsuretraction or nemes have basements.
... .

curations to grour.c contamination for hese two strategi2s

are 1 day and 5 hours, espectively. Strateg:. 2 repre-

sents sheltering for regions in wnich mcs: ncmes do nc

nave basements, uitn 5 nours of effective expcsure 00 grounc

contamination. Strategies 5, 5, and 7 represen; evacuaticn

wi:n 5, 3 and 1 hours of delay time, esrec ively. The resuit-

cresentec in ftgures :-17 and Ll3 assume a uni # r, ;ccul aticn

censity of 100 pecole per scuare mile. ''e corres cncing;

The mean refers :o :ne average of 31 stratifiec wea:ner secuencts<-

-wnien were asec calcula e a frecuency distribution of ear'
public neal n effec s.

-
-,
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nugter of projected early fatalities and injuries for any par-

ticular site would depend on :ne actual population distri-

bution surrounding the site. Never:neless, the relative ccm-

Darison of numcers for One strategies indicated is nearly

inde:encent of :ne population distribution within a given

interval.

Several ceser/ations can be drawn fr:m the results

presented in figures I-17 and I-18. Most early fatalities

resulting from '' atmospheric" accidents are projected to

occur within approximately 10 miles of the reactor, while early

injuries are likely cut to scmewna: larger distances.*

Within 5 miles of the reactor, evacuation acpears to e more

effective in reducing the number of early healta effects

than sheltering, as long as the delay time and nonparticipating

segment of the population are kect sufficiently small.

This distinction is not as accarent in the 5 to 10 mile

interval. Througncut botn of the intervals from 0 00 10 miles,

the importance of a rapid and efficient implementation of

either evacuation or sheltering is evident (small delay

times for evacuation, small ground exposure times for sheltering).

' Projected early fa:alities and injuries ia the 15 to 25 mile
intervai are nigner : nan for :ne'10-15 mile interval because
the interval is :.sice as wide.

r/7 7
~
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Note that evacuation (i.e. , removal of population from

hazardous area) with delay times of I hour or less will

reduce the projected number early public nealth effects

to rougnly 0 in any radial interval, and will always Oe

the most effective response measure for a severe accident,

if it can be achieved. !n the intervals beyond 10 miles,

there is little apparent distinction between tne effective-

ness of evacuation and sneltering strategies in terms of

projected early fatalities or injuries. The mean number of

early fatalities is 0 in both of these intervais, and projected

early injuries, although not 0, are greatly reduced for each

of the protective strategies investigated.

Several important conclusions acout the relative effective-

ness of the protective measures examined, the distances to

which or areas within which they mignt be required, and

the time available for their implementation, were crawn by

the study frca the results provided by these analyses. or

the " melt-through" class, projected ahole bocy anc :nyroid

doses in excess of PAGs for tnose organs are, for all practical

purposes, confined to areas within 10 miles of the reactor.

Emergency response planning for this type of accicent shouic

therefore be crimarily directed towards limiting tre cose to

those indivicuals located within that cistance. Evacuation

accears to provice tne ,reatest benefit of any protective measure.

'l E 'yF ', i J
..
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However, snelterina, particularly in areu where most hcmes

nave basements, also offers substantial benefit, and may in

many cases offer an acceptable al native to evacuation. Iodine

|
prophylaxis, if acministered in sufficient time, could also

offer substantial reduction in the orojected cose to the

thyroid.

i

Atmospheric" accidents Cc Jld result in the occurrence of sig-

nificant numbers of early fatalities and injuries. However, doses

in excess of thresnold levels for significant early healtn

effects (about 200 rem whole body) are generally confined

to areas much closer to the reactor. Therefore, given an

" atmospheric" accident, responsible authorities should concentrate

their immediately available resources on limiting the life-

and injury-threatening doses to individuals in those closer

areas.* Within 5 miles of the reactor, evacuation apoears to be

more effective than sheltering in reducing the number of early

health effects, as long as the delay time and nonparticipating

fraction of tne population can ce kept sufficiently smali.

Between 5 and 10 miles, this distinction is not as apparent,

and sheltering in areas wnere basements are widely available
.

(folicwec by rapid relocation) may be as effective as

evacuation witn relatively small delay times. For all affec ed

I
i

'Then, wnen time permits, orotective measures mign te imolementec
for individuals at larger distances for wnom PAGs are, or are
likely to fe, exceeded.

F(7 -
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areas within approximately 10 miles of the reactor, the soeed

and efficiency with which eitner evacuation or sheltering

and relocation are implemented strongly influence the number

of projected early health effects. For areas beyond 10 miles,

there is little apparent distinction between the effectiveness

of evacuation and sheltering strategies in terms of projected

early fatalities or injuries. Therefore, altnougn protective

actions may be recuired for indivicuals located in areas fur-

ther than 10 miles from the reactor for an "atmospneric"

release, the actual measures used and how rapicly or efficiently

they are imrlemented, will not strongly influence the numcer

of projected early heaitn effects.

'
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APPENDIX II

3ACKGROU'lD CONCERNING THIS REPORT

The corrercial nuclear pcwer industry has expanded greatly in tae last

several years and i ex;ected to grow even larger in the years anead as

mcre :! ants go into coeration. The industry to date has had an excellent

safety record. The Federal government recognizes this excellent safety

record and the efforts by the nuclear industry to continue to reduce even

further :he likelihood of accidents. It also recognizes, however, that

the probabili:y of an accident involving a significant release of radio-

acuive material, although small, is not zero. It has been and continues

to be Federal policy to adoot a cautious attitude with respect to the

potential of these facilities for the release of radioactive materials

in hazardous quantities. Such energency situations are the fccus of

attention of Federal radiological emergency preparedness activities.

A. NRC Reactor Siting and Emergency r ianning Regulations

The U. S. NRC, as the agency with the princical regulatory authcrity

for the construction and operation of nuclear ;cwer clants, has

long recognizad that emergencies could arise in the c:eration of>

such plants. One of its regulations, Reac:ar Sita Criteria (10 CFR

Part 100 published in 1962( )) states that a cacability for taking

:rotective measures on behalf of the public in t*e evant of a sericus
,
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accident should be established within a regicn called the icw

population zorc (LPZ) surrounding a nuclear power plant site.

Whether a specific number of pecole can, for example, be evacuated

from a specific area, or instructed to take shelter, on a timely

basis will depend on many factors such as: egress routes, availa-

bility of sheltering, the scope and extent of advance planning,

and the actual distribution of residents within the area.,

In 1970, explicit requirements for plans to coce with emergencies

were published in 10 CFR 50, Appendix E. In accordance with

provisions of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, these requirements

are directed to applicants who apply for licenses to operate these

facilities rather than to State or local governments. With respect

t- - >lanning b~ asis, NRC regulations in 10 CFR 50, Apcendix E, de

not provide exolicit guidance as to the cnaracter or magnitude of

accidental releases to the environment which should be considered

in the develocment of nuclear facility or Stata and local government

emergency plans. The Appendix E regulations also do _not include

any explicit references to the low population zone or other

particular geograohical areas other than "within and outside

the site boundary". They do, hcwever, require ;c aoplicants

fc ' construction oermits for these facilities orovide suf'icient
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infornation to " assure ccmcatibility of procosed (facility) emergency

plans with facility design features, site layout, and site iacation

with res:ect to such considerations cs access routes, surrounding

;c;ulation distributions, and land use".

Neitner the NRC nor the other Federal agencies have statutory authority

over State and local, governments v th respect to emergency planning4

related :: nuclear facilities. In the regulation of nuclear power

pl ants, ncwever, NRC requires licensees to deveioo an emergency

resecnse :lan which contains provisions for the oratection of the

public. The inclementation of any cratective actions offsite,

however, is necessarily the responsibility of offsite organi:ations.

The NRC recuires that the licensee develop procedures for nctifying

local, State and Federal agencies. NRC also requires that licensees'

emergency clans contain agreements reached with local, State and

Federal agencies wnich provide for the early warning of the public

and the imalementation of any approcriate Jrotective actions.

3. Federal Guidance Effor:

The legal authority and responsibility of Iccal, State anc Fedr a!

governments #cr offsite resconse was ecogni:ed wnen 10 CF? 50,

Apcencix E was published. "RC regelations require licensees to
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incorocrate provisions for participation by offsite authorities

or organizations whose assistance may be required in the event of

a radiological emergency in periodic drills to test response plans.

As the NRC staf# gained exoerience witn these recuirements, it

became concerned with the abilities of State and local governments

to discharge their responsibilities shou!d the need ever arise.

This concern in part gave rise to a Federal Register Notice ( )

wnich started an Interagency program for providing radiological

emergency response planning guidance and related training ;a

State and local government organi:ations. NRC exercises ::1e

lead role in this activity and several Federal Agencies , inclucing

Guidance has been published by NRC, EPA and otherE?A, participate.

Federal agencies for use by State and lccal governments in developing

radiological emergency response plans.

It has been Federal policy to encourage olanning for a variety of

radiological consequence situations "within and outside the site

boundary" and the Task Force reemchasizes the necessity for

emergency olanners to considsr a wide spectrum of sit:3tions.

Existing Federal guicance documents are constructive in this

But these documents are not sufficiently definitive asregard.

evidenced by the continuing dialogue among Federal, State and

:: l
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local agencies and licensees on this suoject. Existing Federal

guidance whicn bears on the basis for developing offsite emergency

cl ans is summarized below.

1. 1970 "The licensee should give carcicular attention to

protective measures that may be necessary for individuals

within the icw coculation zone ..."( }

2. 1974 - The NRC staff's acceptance criteria for ;;reliminary

planning at Preliminary Safety Analysis Report (?SAR) review

stage refers to a basis of " calculated radiological dose

consequences of an airborne release follcwing the most

serious design basis accident."

3. 1974 - The NRC's princioal guidance doc'',ent for State

and local government emergency planners contains the follcwing

under an intrcductory heading of " Magnitude of the Accident:"

"The evaluation of sites and plant designs, recuired testing

programs, and quality assurance for the coeration of such

facilities all provide substantial assurance that accidents

with serious consecuences to the public health and safety

are not likely to cccur. Nevertheless, highly unlikely

sequences of events are postulated and their ::ctential

consequences analyzed by the aoplicant in the Safety Analysis

Reccrt wrtMir aw.. mantas e m ulimM..m Ly de{W#!
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staf# in its Safety Evaluation Recort for each plaat. 'he

(NRC) considers that it is reasonable, for purposes of

emergency planning relative to nuclear facilities, to

prepare for the :otential consequences of accidents of

severity up to and including the most serious design basis

accident analy:ed for siting purposes."

..."The (NRC) recognizes that accidents wi-h more severe

cotential consecuences than design basis accidents can be

hypothesized. Mcwever, the probability of such accidents

is exceedingly lcw. Emergency plans procerly designed to

cope with design basis accidents would also crovide

significant protection against more severe accidents, since

such plans provide for all of the major elements and functions

of emergency preparedness. An added element of confidence

can be gained, hcwever, if States ar.d local governments

assure that their plans for responding to radiological

emergencies are coordinated with their clans #cr dealing

with flocds, earthouakes, or other disaster si;uations which

might necessitate large scale displacement of pecple and the

provision of shelter, food, medical aid, and other emergercy

Ccmmunications, traffic centrol, evacuation, cuolicservices.

notification and other emergency responses will tend to be

II-6
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the same whether or not the energency involves radiological

considerations. The (Department of Energy's) Radiolcgical
4

Assistance Program (RAP), the Federal Interagency Radiological

Assistance Plan (IRAP) and other Radiological Emergency

Assistance Plans, which are a part of the Federal capability,'

provide significant additional emergency resources in the event'

of a serious accident.";

i

This intrcductory text in the " Guide and Checklist"I )
,

! document was written for the express purcose of providing
,

,

interpretive guidance to the meaning of the enumerated
j
1 checklist elements in this document.v
T
-

.

.. 1 .

4. 1975 - With respect to evacuation as a protective measure,I'

Y

. 'r applicants are. requested to provide " clots showing projected
t

ground-level doses for stationary individuals, -- resulting
$

from the most serious design basis accident analyzed in thei

i

Safety Analysis Report. These should be based on the samei
'

;
,

h isotopic release rates to the atmosphere and the same
:

: dispersion mcdel as are acceptable for use in Chapter 15
}
,

of the PSAR for the purpose of shcwing conformance to the

100."(5)siting dose criteria of 10 CFR Par'

i
s
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5. 13'5 - With respect to the levels at which emergency actions

should be initiated, EPA issued as Agency guidance, portions

of the " Manual of 'rotective Action Guides and Drotective

Actions for Nuclear Incidents" wnich provided PAGs for plume

exposure and apolication procedures for these PAGs.( }

These bear on the areas or distances for which plans might be

implemented.

5. 1977 "clanning and implementation of measures to coce with

plant related emergencies outside the site boundary with

particular enchasis on the low population zone should be a

coordinated effort involving the licensee, and local, State,

and Federal agencies having emergency responsibilities."(

C. Reactor Accident Considerations

Current "RC regulatory practice requires that events whien may be

anticioated to occur one or more times during the lifetime of a

facility lead to no significant releases of radioactive material

to the environment. No design or made of operacion is, however,

entirely risk free. Despite the efforts made to prevent accidental

releases of significant quantities of radioactive ma*erial, the

possibility does in fact exist that such accidents may occur. Each

aoplication for a license is accomoanied by a detailed assessment

II-8
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of such postulated accidents, and NRC staf# performs an incecendent

evaluation of these accidents before a nuclear facility license is
granted.

.

The 'tRC staff has provided guidance to acplicants as to the type of
I

accicents to be considered in the design of nuclear cower plants (see

for examole, Sections 2.3 and 15 of Regulatory Guide 1.70'g' andi\ m

carticularly Table 15-1 of that guide). The reccamended approach

by the NRC staff is to organize the postulated accidents to ensure

that a broad spectrum of events have been considered and then to

categorize the events by tyce and expected frequency so that only

the limiting (i.e., more severe) cases in each grouc need to be

quantitatively analyzed.
-

'

NRC staff has categorized postulated accidents into four major
groups as follows:

1. Events of mcderate frequency (anticicated ccerational

occurrences) leading to no significant radioactive

releases from the facility.

2. Events of Icw probability with ;otential for small

radioactive release from the facility.
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5. 1975 - With respect to the tevels at which emergency actions

should be initiated, EPA issued as Agency guidance, portions

of the " Manual of ?rctective Action Guides and Protective

Actions for Nuclear Incidents" which provided PAGs for plume

exposure and apolication procedures for these PAGs.( )

These bear on the areas or distances for which plans might be

implemented.

5. 1977 " Planning and implementation of measures to coce with

plant related emergencies outside the site boundary with

particular emchasis on the low population zone should be a

coordinated effort involving the licensee, and local, State,

and Federal agencies having emergency responsibilities."( )

C. Reactor Accident Considerations

Current NRC regulatory practice requires that events which may be

anticipated to occur cne or more times during the lifetime of a

facility lead to no significant releases of radioactive material

to the environment. No design or mode of operation is, hcwever,

entirely risk free. Despite the efforts made to crevent accidental

releases of significant quantities of radicactive material, the

cossibility does in fact exist that such accidents may occur. 'Each

application for a license is acccmoanied by a detailed assessment
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of such scstulated accicents, and NRC staf# performs an indecencent

evaluation of these accidents before a nuclear faciif ty license is
granted.

The NRC staff nas provided guidance to applicants as to the type of

accidents to be considered in the design of nuclear gewer plants (see

for examole, Sections 2.3 and 15 of Regulatory Guide 1.70'9'1'
and

particularly Table 15-1 of that guide). The reccmmended accroach

by the NRC staff is to organize the postulated accidents to ensure

that a broad spectrum of events have been consicered and then to

categorize the events by type and expected frequency so that only

the limiting (i.e., more severe) cases in each group need to be

quantitatively analyzed.

NRC staff nas categorized postulated accidents into four major
groups as follcws:

1. Events of moderate frecuency (anticipated ocerational

occurrences) leading to no significant radioactive

releases frca the facility.

2. Events of low procability with potential for smail

radioactive release from the facility.
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Events of very lcw probability with potential for large3.

radioactive releases from the facility and whose consequences

are evaluated to establish the performance requirements

of engineered safety features and to evaluate the accepta-

bility of the reactor site. These events, scme of which

assume unlikely failures or fission product releases are

referred to as design basis accidents (DBAs).

A fourth group of accidents, the so-called " Class 9"*
4

accidents, which include any situation not specifically

included in the foregoing groups of events and which

typically are represented by some ccmbination of failures

which lead to corecelting and/or containment failure.

These larger events are generally considered in the

regulatory process by reducing their probability of

occurrence to acceptably Icw values through design
Thisof the plant and its engineered safety features.

group includes external events such as severe aaturai

phenomena as well as accidents initiated within the

*The first three grouas have also been divided into eight categories in some
The eight categories alus a "Cl ass 9" category are

accident assessments.defined in the procosed Annex to Accendix D to 10 CFR Part 50 dated_e 2.2,

Decem'oer 1, 1971. (Also listed in NUREG CC99, Reculat'
Ac;endix :).
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facility. Uniike groups 1 through 3, the consequences

of events in 9. cup 4, are not specifically analyzed

in most applications.

One design basis a:cicent in the third group routinely considered in

the safety analysis performed by the staff is a loss-of-coolant accident

(LCCA) where it is assumed that a large fission product release frca

the containment also occurs. The analysis of this accident is used in

connecticn with the site suitability evaluations done to establish

comolience with 10 CFR ? art 100 of the NRC regulations by ccmparing

ccmputed accident consequences with exposure guidelines given in the

regulations.

The Task orce considers the events described in NRC Regulatory Guide

1.70 as a useful source of information on the tyce of events in

groups 1 threugh 3 above. Each application will have detailed infor-

mation en these possible events, including important plant and site-

specific factors that affect the probability and ccnsecuences of

accidents. Safety Analysis Reports submitted by licensees are not

likely a include a discussion of Class 9 accidents. Other decrT.ents,

such as the Reactor Safety Study (10) , discuss the Class 9 type

acciderts and their consequences. The Task Force believes that

the findings on types of severe accidents reportec in WASH-la00

provide a useful sucolement to the Safety Analysis Reporn in

develocing a basis for emergency planning.
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The current version of NRC Regulatory Guide 1.70 requests appli: ants

to provice two separate analyses of accident consequences: one using

conservative assumotions to verify that plant design is adequate

and a second using best estimate assumotions. One purpose for the
.

latter assessment is to illustrate the margins of conservatism used

in designing clant engineered saf ;ty features. This provision is

a recent addition and conseque.itly there are few analyses of this

type actually available. Therefore, while the nuclear facility

Safety Analysis Recor: vill contain a great deal of information

on credible accidents and how they are acccmmcdated by design,

there is likely to be little information provided on the excected

consequences of such initiatir.g events.

Best estimate consecuences of a number of representative initiating

events are addres' sed in the staff's environmental impact statements.

The Task Force has reviewed the summary information en accident

consequences trovided in connection with these statements and we

conclude that these best estimate analyses are too limited in scope

and detail to be useful in emergency planning. It is aoparent,

however, # rom tnese analyses as well as from the NRC Regulatory

Guide 1.70 analyses, that best estimate consecuences are likely

to be a factor of 10 or so smaller, from the standpoint of

meteorological considerations alone, than the consequences of

II-12
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accidents as tyoically cresented in Safety Analysis Reports and

in NRC staff safety evaluation recorts for the purpose of site

and clant tesign feature evaluation.

D. Establishment of the Task Force

'o orecare adequate emergency response procedures, Jasic information

regarding an acciden'., such as the time characteristics of an

accident, *.ne radio?ctive material release charactaristics, and

the extent of the 4rea .actentially imcacted is required. 3ast

practice has been to use a spectrum of accidents, including

design basis acc; dents for emergency response planning. These

accidents, hcwe/er, were develoced for the specific purposet of

reactor siting and the design of containment and engineered

safety features. Further, the description of the DBAs in Safety

Analysis Reacrts does not always contain the information needed

for developing emergency response plans. :n addition, since the

publication of the Reactor Sa#ety Study in 1975, there has been

some concern and confusion among State and locai goverment

emergency res:cnse olanning and precarecness organizations

as *o hcw the accidents described in the Reactor Safety Stucy

reitte to emergency planning.
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As a result of scme perceived confusion in how accident analyses

should relate to amergency planning, the Conference of (State)

Radiation Control Program Directors passed a resolution in 1976

requesting NRC to "make a datermination of the most severe accident

basis for which radiological emergency response plans should be

developed by offsite agencies." Additionally, the NRC and E?A

received correspondence from a few States, and local governments

in this regard.

In response to this dialogue, a Task Force consisting of NRC and

E?A representatives was assembled to address this Conf rence request

and related issues in ;mber 1976. The Task Force interpreted

the request as a charge to provide a clearer definition of the tyces

of radiological accidents for which States and local governments

should plan and develop preparedness ::rograms.
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APPENDIX III

RELATED ISSUES CONSIDERED 3Y THE TASK FORCE

Certain issues related to prc.viding a more definitive olanning basis

were considered by the Task Force. These issues were examined in

the light of existing Federal guidance end particularly in light of

guidance artmulgated by the former AEC regulatory arm (Now the NRC).

There are four crincipal issues:

A. Issue: Whether and to what extent, so-called " Class 9"

events having consecuences beyond the most serious design

basis accidents analyzed for siting our:oses, should be

considered in develcaing emergency olans.

Commentary:

The Task Force believes that States should be encouraged

to develoo a breadth, versatility and flexibility in

emergency response precarations and cacabilities - and

that scme consideration of Class 9 e mnts in emergency

alanning is consistent with this view. Further, the

potentiti consequences of improbable but nevertheless

severe pcwer reactor accidents, while ccmparable in some

sense to severe natural cr man-made disasters ahicn

would trigger an ultimate cratective measure sucn as

... ,
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evacuation, do require scme specialized :lanning consicerations.

th-at these s;'ecialized planning considerationsWe do not sugges:

are cr ought to be excessively burdenseme. Rather, we reccmmend

that they be censide ed and develocec as a matter of crudence.

The Task orce recognized frca tne start that :nere is no

specific cesign basis accident or Class 9 accident scenaric

which can be isolated as the one for which to :lan because

each such accident wou!d have different consecuences, both

in nature and degree. It is for this reason tha: NRC and EPA

have encouraged State and local agencies to concentrate

* heir effcrts on devising resconse precarations and caca-

bilities that are versatile and that also take into account

the unique ascects of radiological accidents.

The Reactor Safety Study (RSS)( ) provides a detailed

essessment of the or bability and consequences of Class 9

accidents. '/arious as;:ects of ' hat study have teen cecated

by reviewers. Additional ::rograms are underway to extend

or refine the study. :t shculd be acted tna: the RSS is

based on an analysis of two s;ecific reac* ors, and the

consecuences cresented are based on a scec* rum ;f data

compiled frcm many sites. The report there#0re is of

limited use in dealing with oiant/ site s:eci'ic f actors.
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Nonetheless, the RSS crovides the best cur ently availaole
'

source of information on this sucjec'.

The Task Force had to decide whether to place reliance on

general emergency clans for ccoing with the events of

Class 9 accidents for emergency planning purposes, cr

wnether to recommend develocing specific plans and organi-

zational capabilities to contend with sucn accidents.

The Task Force believes that it is not acorcariate to

deveico specific plans for the most severe and most

imorcbable Class 9 events. The ask Force, however,

does believe that consideration should be given to

the characteristics of Class 9 events in judging whether

emergency plans based primarily on smaller accidents

car be excanded to.coce with larger events. This is

a means of croviding flexibility of resconse capability

and at the same time giving reasonable assurance that

some capability exists to minimize the imcacts of even

the most severe accidents.

For example, ' we are dealing with a very large release

of radicactive material, the princical goal is to prevent

sericus adverse health effects to individuals. The measures

recuirec to minimize health ef#ects and to care with

seconcary e#fects of a large accicental release (sucn as

.rv.t ,
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land or water contamination, and tne housing and feeding

of any people required to be relocated for substantial

time periods) would, in all likelihood, require the

of r deral agencies in adcition to Statei nvol vement e

and local governments.

The planning basis reccanended by the Task Force therefore

includes some of tne key characteristics of very large

releases to assure that site specific capabilities could

be effectively augmented with general emergency preoaredness

(res;onse) resources of the Federal government should the

need arise.

NRC and other Federal agency emergency planni g guidance

has perhacs been misinterpreted as reflecting a position

that no consideration should be given to so-called Class 9

accidents for emergency planning :urposes. The Task Corce,

after considering the published guicance and available

documentation,(I- ) concludes that Class 9 accidents

have been given scme consideration in emergency :lanning.

It has been, and continues to be the Federal cosition tnat

it is possible (but exceedingly imor:bable) that accidents

could occur calling for additional resources beyond those

are identified in 3:eci#ic emergency Olans develccedthat
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to succort scecific individual nuclear facilities. Further,

the NRC and Federal position has been and continues to be,

that as in other disaster situations, adcitional resources

would be mobilized by State and Federal agencies.

B. Issue: !s there a need to olan beyond the Lcw Poculation Zone?

Ccmmentary

The Low Pooulation Zone (L?Z) is detemined in accordance with

the recuirements of NRC Reactor Siting Criteria,10 CFR Part
':

100"). 'Ahile the consecuences of postulated design basis

accidents would be expected to be substantially lcwer than

the guideline values of 10 CFR . art 100, there are three

reasons wny some planning beyond the L?Z is useful:

First, if an acc.idental release were as severe as the design

basis releases analyzed for purposes of 10 CFR Part 100,

doses could be above the Protective Action Guide (PAG)(

levels bey c.a the L?Z. In this instance, the resconsible

officials should take reasonable and practical reasures

to reduce exposures to individuals beyond the L?Z.
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Second, tre deccsition of radioactivity, and its sebsequent

uctake in fcccstuffs such as milk creducts could be significant

beyond the L?? even if the plume ex;:osure cathway deses did not

exceed :ne PAG level at the LPZ cuter bcundary, because c.

the reconcentration of certain radionuclides in the facd

chain. Emergency protective measures in that situation

should be taken to linimi:e exposures from the fccd chain

via the ingestion pathway.

Third, there is a very small probability that releases larger

than those frca design basis accidents used in evaluating tne _

acceptability of the reactor site could occur which cceld

have consequences substantially in excess of the PAG levels

outside the L?? cuter boundary. As discussed in Issue "A"

the Task :orce concluded that such larger accidents should

be considered in developing the basis on which emergency

plans are develoced.

The Task Force considered tnese factors in estaclishing the

size of the emergency planning :cne. Two basic c;:tions were

considered. One action was to develoc site scecific guidance

based on the icw peculation zone (L?!) with scme modifications

to better assure tha actions could be exter.ded beycnd the L?Z

if needed. The second cotion was the concert of a clanning
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area ccepletely independen: Of tne L?Z. The Task Force

reccgnized that the L?? is included in NRC regulations #or

siting of nuclear facilities, and is closely connected

to design basis accident consecuences. 'de also reccgnized

raat actual emergency response actions would be based on

procosed Protective Action Guides. Given these factors,

the Task Force concluded that the concept of Emergency

Planning Zones (E?Zs) around each nuclear power facility

would best serve to scoce the desirec spectrum of situations

for which emergency olanning should be acccmolished. E?Zs

for both the " plume exposure pathway" anc the " ingestion

ex osure pathway" are proposed. The separation of this

concept from NRC siting consicerations is discussed in

Issue D.

While the Task Force recognizes that there are site-to-site

variations in L?Is, cue in part to varying features of the

plant, the Task Force concluded that the size of the E?Is

need not be site specific. The crincipal reason for this

is that the ..' e of the LPZ is determined primarily by the

type and exten: 6 # engineered safety features insta11ec in

the reactor plant and their response to design basis accidents.

The loss of either scme or all engineered safety features are

-
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postulated in Class 9 accidents. :f tne engineered safety

features are lost during an accident, then the L?Z nas no

reaning with regard to the size of the areas around the

clant in wh'ch emergency response would be apcropriate.

A principal aim in establishing E?Zs is to foster a breadth,

versatility and flexibility in response preparation and

capabilities in a systematic manner. :rcn tha standpoint

of general emergency lanning guidance, emergency olanning

needs seem to be best served by adopting uniform Emergency

Planning Zones for initial pla ,ing studies for all lignt

water reactors.

C. Issue: Whether there is a conflict between Protective Action

Guidos for alume exoosures and dose criteria for siting and

design of nuclear ccwer facilities.

Commentary

The Reactor Site Criteria (10 CFR Part 100) require that an

aDolicant identify an area surrounding a nuclear cower reactor,

defined as a Lcw Population Zone (L?Z). The consequences of

the most severe " design basis accidents" analyzec for siting

purposes should not result in exposures in excess of 300 rem

to the thyroid fran radiciodine e.xcosure or 25 rem to the whole

body for an individual located at any coint on the cuter

o pulation Zone (L?Z).bcuncary of the Law c

I: -3
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3 Protective action guides (PAGs) for piume exposure have been
.W

4 provided to State and local government agencies for use as
9
7 EPA agency guidance in develocing State and local government

".d;'
.T . ofocical emergency resconse plans for areas around,r

.. 2

..M nuclear facilities. One might reasonably ask whether it
:.5?Q
C@ ~ is inconsistent for the Federal covernment to reccmmendw:_ -

it@h
g_ y the development of plans to implement protective actions
-- 2:s
4 $ at projected dose levels Icwer than the projected doses
E+2C

% associated with siting criteria. The discussion that

.
follows reviews this issue.

: .f.
*

y
E The dose guideline values in 10 CR Part 100 do not constitute
k

gm n acceptable limits for emergency doses to the public under
S&-

? accident conditions. The numerical values of 25 rem whole
k.2

'

body and '!00 rem thyroid can be considered values above

fgh which prevention of serious health effects would be the
W[f*
$-G paramount concern. Good health physics practice would
-ost?c

indicate that radiological ex::osures of these magnitudes

[- Y should not be allowed to take place if reasonable and
b -

W[bw.z
practical measures can prevent such excesures.

.GMC
h& The assumptions used for siting purposes in calculating
5 .

5 QQ the doses that could result frcm desigrt basis accidents
G,:ky.W are conservati'e. The actual doses that would result'

L$ '
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frca releases postulated to occur frem a design basis

accident therefore would be expected to be much Icwer

than the dose guidelines of 10 CFR Part 100 under mos:

meteorological conditions. The inhalation and direct

exposure doses frca the releases postulated for design

basis accidents are not likely to exceed the 3AG 1evels

beyond the LPZ under average meteorological conditions.

It has been, hcwever, the NRC's position that a scectrum

of postulated conditions be considered in emergency planning

including adverse meteorological conditions.

Protective Action Guides were devised for pur cses of dose

savings and e defined as the projected absorced dose to

individuals in the general population that warrants protective

action following a contaminating event. Emergency response

plans should include tnem as trigger values to aid in decisions

to imolement protective actions, and responsible officials

snculd lan to imolement protective actions if projected

doses exceed the PAGs. The PAGs, which have numerical values

smaller than the 10 CFR Part 100 guidelines *, are decision

__

*The PAGs for the plume exposure pathway are ex;ressed as a
range of 1 to 5 rem whole bcdy dose and 5 to 25 rem thyroid
dose to individuals in the poculation. DAGs for the ingestion
exocsure pathway have no parallel in the 10 CFR Part 100
guidelines.
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Tids in devising best efforts, considering existing

constraints. They have been set at levels belcw those

that would produce detectable short term biological effects

and at levels that would minimize long term biological

effects. In the event of an accident they should be

considered as criteria against wnich available cptions

for various types of emergency actions can be weighed.

Officials resconsib7e for implementing the protective

actions must take into account constraints that exist

at the time and u'e professional judgment in determinings

the actions appropriate to protect the public.

The nature of PAGs is such that they cannot be used to

assure that a given exposure to individuals in the

population is prevented. :n any particular resconse

situation, a range cf doses will be projected, orincipally

depending on the distance from the point of the radioactive

release. Scme of these projected doses may be well in

excess of FAG levels and clearly warrant the initiation

of any feasible protective actions. This does ns* mean,

hcwever, that doses above PAG levels can be prevented,

or that emergency response plans should have as their

objective preventing exoosures acove OAG ievels. Fu rthe rmo re ,

' ?AGs represent only trigger leveis anc are act intended to

I:!-ll
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represent acceptable dose levels. ?AGs are tools to be used

as a decision aid in the actual response situation.

As discussed above, PAGs and Part 100 dose guidelines

serve distinctly separate functions. The conceat of

Emergency Planning Zones (E?Zs) introduced in this report

is an attempt to provide guidance on the areas for wnich .

offsite officials should be prepared to make judgments using

the PAGs, to initiate predetermined actions.

D. Issue: Whether the guidance in this document for o## site

emergency clanninc can be secaratea from siting considerations

in the NRC licensing crocess.

Commentary

The NRC siting criteria as related to accidental releases

of radioactivity are given in 10 CFR Pa-; 100 of the

Federal regulations, and are supplemented by the Statement

of Considerations published with this regulation in 19c2

and in various regulatory guides and standard review olans

used by the NRC staff. These criteria are used in the

review of acclications for nuclear :cwer olant construction

permits, ccerating licenses and ccerating license amencments.

The evaluation performed under 10 CFR 100 crimarily involves;

(1) assuring that :ossible effects of all relevant natural

and man-mace hencmena on the nuclear facility nave been

kIII-12
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identified and ex:ressed as design conditions for ne

facility, (2) determining that adecuate engineered safety

features have been ;rovide. to assure tnat costulated

releases of radicactivity resulting frem design basis

accidents will nc: lead to radiological ex:csures that are

in excess of the numerical guidelines of 10 CFR Par: 100

at scecified offsite locations. even under adverse
-

meteoroloc, cal conditions, (3) evaluating the distance

to the nearest densely copulated area to allcw calculation

of the offsite location at which certain of the Par: 1C0

exposure guidelines must be met, and (4) evaluating the

general carrent and crojected ;cpulation density around

the procosed facility out to abcut 30 miles. The first

three evaluation areas are reexamined at the ocerating

license review stage and occasionally over the plant

lifetime as 'acility or site conditions change. The

fourth area (poculation density) is only evaluated in a

proscective manner Oc assure the use of Icw ;opulation

density sites when such are available anc is generally

not reexamined. The objec tve Of the evaluatians cerformed

curing the Dar: 100 siting review is to assure that the

risk from any accident (including a Class 9 accident) is

ICw.
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The definition of tne Low Peculation Z:ne (L??) in 10 CFR
? art 100 states that it is an area which contains residents,

the total num::er and density of which are such that there

is a reasonable probability nat protective easures could

be taken, in their behalf in the event of serious accident.

The outer boundary of the L?Z is one of the locations at
The outer

which Dart 100 ex::osure guidelines must be met.

also be less than a fixed fractionboundary of -he L?Z must

of the distance to the nearest boundary of a densely populated
These

center containing more than abcut 25,000 residents.

in practice siting constraints because restrictionsare not

on the 2 hour exposure i ru.a design basis accidents at the

site (exclusion area) boundary generally provide amole time

to take action within a few miles to cope with so .ulatec

desion basis releases and because additional engineered

sdfety features Could be added to the f acility design, at

scme additional cost, to allow the cuter bcundary of the

L?Z to be as small as the site boundary.

l
The current NRC staff evaluation of emergency ? ans

cr a

particular facility is sucstantially indecendent of the
The staff review includes facilitysiting criteria.

emergency alans and plans for at least the offsite area

100 as the Lc v ?cculation
referred :: i n 10 CFR ? ar:
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Zone (LPZ) and :n current licensing reviews often extends

to substantially longer distances, par ticularly for the

ingestion pathway. Emergency plans are reviewed by the

NRC staff during the construction permit and operating
ii cense review stages and audited curing the plant l i fet ime.

Emergency offsite response to large accicents may be less

effective for sites located in an area of general high

population density. Such sites, which may have acequate

engineered safety features to meet the exclicit criteria

of 10 CFR Par: 100, tend to be eliminated by the NRC staff

guidelines on :ne general population density arounc

prospective sites.

We recognize :nat there would be a reduction in ex;osures

thrcugh the emergency esponse of the facility staff and

local authorities even without planning. This is based on

excerience in ccoing with more cor. con emergencies such

as these associated with large chemical releases or dam

failures. It seems reasonable that scce additional

reduction in exacsures may be obtained by certain planning

activities related to emergency precaredness at any

site. However, the reduction ' 1 ex csures fr m planned
acti ,,s would be dif#icult to take into account in a

cuactitative or qualitative way in siting reviews.

... ,-
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:n view of the above we conclude that althougn tnere is

an indirect relationship between siting and emergency

planning, the two can and should be c0nsidered separately

in the NRC licensing ::rocess. Scme clarification of the

NRC regulations may be desirable to make clear the secaration

of these issues in the licensing process.
.
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f This report suggests a planning basis for State ard local governmen. emergency organiza-.'

$s tions to deternine the scope of planning ef#cr:s for nuclear pcwer plants. The Ta:k
'

4
Mc <p Force determined that a specifi,: single accident could not be identi#ied as tney i

3 iplanning basis. Instead, the Task Force recommended establisning wo generic Emergency
Wi] !PlanningIcnes(E?Zs)arouncligntwaternuclear;cwerplants. he inner :ane of accui .
M it 110 miles would be establisned for One plume exposure pa:nways and an auter zone of accu:!
QCl !50 miles would be establisnec for ne ingestion ex csure pathways. The crecise size
j @Q} #

1

M 'y Iand shace of the E?Is wculd be based on the ;udgemel; of the emergency planner after,

, consider ng local conditions. The Task Force canci W ec :na planning for crecetermined
hgi' protective actions, sucn as sneltering in :ne plume exposure :cne, is warranted wi:rin
*- 9pdg' jthese :Ones in the event of a sericus acciden at a ower plan . The as< cr:e aisc
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e
N' rec 0r:T ended tme frames anc radiological cnaracteristics of One accicents #0r ;se in
7 t~ % ;deternining the accrc:riate emergency acticos wnica :Cuid be a<en ::
--<

recuce :ne
. .jay, g accicent consecuences. 'he Task Force concluced :na: if the basic planning eie-ents
*M.e in existing emergency planning guidance documents are alreacy :eing :0nsi:erec, :ne
_ {4.M ;establisnment of E?Is snculd not result in large increases in State anc icca', ;cvern-
-mi U rent emer ency planning and creparedness cas:3.
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TrSJI:C'Y OF MiGT '.T.ST3Y IJD JAES L"dITE

=..". '. 0.w n.'Ir CIm__ .".- r ~...n .e.~s C~.. C'r 1 ~u~ ~,u . t O.m. , u. O.s~ 0o~ , -- .. .

May 5, 1979

Mr. Chairnan and Mer.bers of the C~ mission:

My nane is Jcnis L~ nite and this is Kathy Wettby. I c:: the Director and

rathy is a volunteer with COIRG, the Chio Public Interest Research Group, a

state.:ide, university based research and cdvocarf ergeni .2. tion particalarly

concerned with incuas of consuner cnd envircrr.an' cl protection.-

L'a t.re here today to cE.acass the e urgency evacuation pler.s for t'- navis-

Bessee nuclear p:c.er plant in nori-hern Chio You cz.:h thculd hria a fcct sheet

we prepared on evacuation "lan .ing entitled Eac':gretr.d P ; 2r en ber uncy Ivara-e

ation Ple c.ing fer "ucitar 1.c:idents '.n Chio.

ic you can see, utility o annies and the state sha e t'r.2 ' esponsi'.-il "!

for d v 10 ping and i: clc . anting the e'.tcLation plans, but the state clon2 h: s r.ne

legal authority te order an actr.:21 ev cuttion. The utility plan. in this case

prepared by Iolodo Edison outlines both !n-plant rm.i eff-site pr cedurer. The

section here on federni regulation: lists th" itent.; which the LIC suggest the plan
include.

The PC a3 so has suggested guidelines for the state er.e'gancy plan which
.-,....--a__c-. . .a..z._-n -,,-._._..7._3, , . . .

.ne u~nto ,,1saster Sm.,ficas Agenej has2_ . . . . .
. .

be-n desicnatec the principal planning agency in the stc",_.

For the past stveral nonths, tiree other Oberlin studa.nts and I have been

investigating the emergency evacuation pla .s i 'r the Davi e :'~e Muclear P .. r

Station. After obtai' ira pa- of the utility t ' c n and st.2te draf t; clan, v4
Y N $4 "0i bun un' a n cb
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reviewed then to coe if they co;;l'.cd with I.~iC guideline . We cleo contacNd

officials desig .at d with responsibilities in the plan by letter a .d/or phene

to ces if they ware ccre of their role in the event cf a nuclear emergency.

On the basis of this resecrch ua have concluded that the evacuation plans

are inadeIuate. Both plans fail to cor.: ply with all the ICC guidelines, contra-

dictions exi t batucen the two pla 2, and officials are n:t aluc"' crs.rc of

their responsibilities. I shall briefly outline core of thece proble s.

A =cjer problem in the evacuation pitna centers croind the notification

order of support groups. Let me give you one e cample. According to the utility

plan it is the responsibilityof the plant chift forer.an to contac^ the state

agencies once a nuclenr disaster hc been decla cd. The egencies notified include

'ha Oct F.2rbr Fire Department, Medical Assintance, and the Otta ;n County She-iff.

H:uevar, acco-ding to the st2te plcn it in v.h2 rcepensibility of the D-3 ctccion

(no spacificc. tion ) to contact the Cttr.ra County She-1.21f tSo then centa- s the

ct ppar+ agencies. Uhen wo intervic</ed the chift fore cn we ware told that ha

vould contcct Tcledo Odican who would in turn contact the cheriff 1:ho t re-

cponsible for noti *ying other agencies. We feel this kind of confusion about

the p op2r Order of notificati:n of cupport g oups vould serioucly affec'c the

c..noth functioning of the evacuction plcn and the nafety cf the p.:.blic.

Another area in whicn there are nany ce::itus deficiencies is the t.edical
%.supcoert section of the plan The M ~ ruder Mer.orial Hospital which has been

(Q.,%

contracted by D-3 to provide radiolacical enre of vicci".3 is located only 11 2 .'
%%

niles fron the plant, well within the radiation zone. Tne second hospital Cy
t. w
e. -

speci#ied in the plans is tha U. of Penncylvania hospital in Philadelphia. [5' J. ;~
;d%No pre-amged plans for transporting victi .: there cc:ist and a Msgruder Q$Mad .inictrator war., unaware that the U. cf Penn. uns their bcc':-up hospital. f%

hhen v2 c:ked the Magr :dar cd:dnistrator if he felt prepc cd for nuclear
3 /di; acte- he said he " felt reaconably uell pmncred, but that he believed in (_ 1 L. .'% J "

, .- -,
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Murph,''s Law - arything that can go v.or.g, will." He rlco estir.ated that the

ho pital could only handle a I:.rd: .:n of 80 seriou:ly injund rcdiological vi 'inc.

This planning shcws a deff. nite lack of atrareness about the seriousness of a

nuclcar cccident. According to the August 1974 Rasmussen Ecport, thou. ands of

people t.uuld be injured. " lie general naivete a. bout the effect of radiation v.as

:=st clearly expressed in our interview with a fire official. He told us that

< - , .

y_an y. , , a . . , .,. u.,, , , . . .,r o u.s.,_, u , a. i. .,a .,,. ._. . . _r u.. . .a n. . ,4 a4 , , . ) s. . . ..e-_ at "me- p1nn+.o . . - -. . .. .u . ..

Besides, the stuff we do hava decays cui&ly." Ha caid h2 had formulctcd this

opinion bascd on infor. tion he had receive; ~=n Davis-Besse officialc.

'Ihe Ott c "ounty Sheriff and Engineer alco felt prepared to handle a nc:1 car

d _i - ' ., * .n.- %. _ .~- e o ' 6.%. _d _- e y--~+.-* a. . _e w.i.' h e.l a o , ., , '..+ r. .' " ., , u' . .4 n.'."..- .'.".C. d.i. -o_. . . . . _
A a .

sacte.s. Apparentl they a.e unswere that a serious nuclear accident could affcet

u 3 c_,.c. , u.g. s e 4 ~. v, e. o , ,._~217~._4 a ( m- -o.~s.4 .g u,.3 c... c ,. _, o . - .e u.~. .; , tw" w... , .m. a 3 .n.3.4s
-

- . .~ - - . .
o

. s.+~2

is an esp?cially i:c.perta:t point since the curn nt erea cover M by the evacuation

p,a.._e .e .=. 2 ." '. e . .' A .i '..':- ar- . .d * . . - - ' ' ' . . ^ . . '."..=m'. . .. . e-- - n. n. l u.~,- " o e.".e'...A '.'..ea".~"-"*-. ' -.

tien radius to 10 :-iles, but thic would :till cxclude ~'oledo u;.ich ic or.ly 25 :..iles

_' '< *
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effc:t:.vsne:s of the evacuation plc= and ensure the ccfety of the public.

CPIRG is va y concerned about the state of evacuablon planning in Chio. L'e

vant to ba cu c th:t the '; folic will be adequately p ctectcd in case of a nuclea.-

accident. We have several suggestions which we thirk s.ould greatly improve the

present si.cuation.

Fir:t, we believe that the state sould be requirud to ronitor radiation levels
e

around the plant. Currently, it is the utility only which ronitors radiation, but
m -

the : tate which has to ordar an e.acuation if nacascary. We see an inco =istency

here when the state is totally dependent on the utility for info =ation. We be-

lieve the state should also renitor radiation as a check.s and balances for public

safety. The results of such ronitoring should b2 reported to the appropriate
he

state and federal agencies as well as to the public which the richt to k .ow 'inatg

the radiation levels are in their air, water, and land.

C?IRG recc= ends the dicsc=inatica of info =2t:.u to tie public about radia-

tien gac2rd: and t?.ut to do in case of cn cr:rgenef. The state and the utility

company c y have a plan for evacuation, but if no una kr.ous about it until

accident occurs, it may not do us much good. Tne Cincinnati Enquircr reported
%

%

last renth that while the state has prepared e'm=ation instruction for the pub-

lic '''~. r" 6 :' ' ' '' di f:ribut e '* " 'i 1 en acc4 F"+- ' - "" M N b =r. . , *.s . I
. ~

uas p2 eased to hear this roming that Col. Jillia s office has recor nuded to the

Governor that these instructions be pdnted on newsprint before Davis-Ceste.is

put back in operation. Our concern however, is with the distribution of che:e

' e hope that thece newsprint inrtructions will be broadly dictributed toplans. .-

the public and not simply made available through the I>2partment of Transportation.

We also believe that the utility companies chould ba required to cend out this

type of information once a year as an insed in custererc' bills. Thic should

be part of their rcsponsibility for public safety waich thcy accept uhen they

decide tv build a nt. clear p:uer plant.

We believe that annual drills based on the evacuation plans chould be re-
---

quired. Other states have conducted full-scale drills with instructive resulcs.

On August 2, 1977 a drill was carried out e the Sale:a I p' .nt in !'eu Jer:cy. -
4 -r. e n i ,

;) U.
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One newspaper reported that the drill provided officialc with a chanca to cce how

ucll claborate c=nunication lines wuld work. Tne answer in nort cases nos "not
.

at all." During a drill haid in Colorado on January 1'', C 3, utility parconnet

neglected to tell off-site officials how ratch radioactivity uts being raleased or

what direction it was moving in. Elevan days later, a real, unplanned release of

radioactive helium gas forced the cana plant to to evacuated. Utility 1.crconnel

made the cana mistake they had made during the drill! In fact, if the decision

had been nade to evacuate the nearb- oopulation b2:ed on data cupplied from the

utility, p~ople would have been : tved from a safe sector south of the plant to a

conta-inated sec or west of the plant. Evacuation plans for these plants have

since b:en revised to better protect the public. C?IRG's information fron come

of the efficialsue interviewed near the Davis-Besse plant is that they h:ve never

participated in a full scale drill. Our educated guess in that if such a drill

uve hdd, cc-icur flaws vould e-'.orge in the plans. L'a urgo you to recc=md t'.ut

the : tate and the utility co pany holt. full scale coordinated drills ence a year.
One n;te: a full scale drill doas not have to include an artual evacuation; it

can b :ically be a telephone d 411 to =2%e cure that the proper authorities t.ould

be n:tificd in the event of the real Sting. Tne i portant consf.deration is that

all port:=21 shoid b2 involved: utility, state, L.'.d local.

Finc.117, we would also 'like to cee the state estahl'.ch mre stringent regu-
lations for their evacuation pl n that are consistent W W * ~ ' ' dangers of

a rn: clear e .ergency. Kathy bon outlined re' of the .ajor "lcus in the c.:rrent

d anc r.Leh we believe thould not he allcred t5 enist. Tne Da.-is-Bocce plant :hould

not be allowed to cperate until the etste has firalized it: " draft" plan and we

have more than a funda e.tal, rudi~cantary plan for Ottawa county. I will g- ant

you that it takes some time co cc::clete thise things, but Davis-Bosse should not

te on line until our public official: can give us a more optiristic appraical of
L} itthe cituation, in case of a real accif.mt. ( / . (5 edf L '.

,- >

'

s 4-
js

~'o conclude, I'd like to tell you that CPIRG's cuggestions are largely cor-

rotorated by a year long ctudy released a mnth tgo by the General Accounting
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Office. Acco~ Jing to the cu--_rf, only 10 cf the 43 states stith nuclear ricctors

rect all the I2C's reco=c-d:d energ:nef planning etc.n anic. Only 9 ctates havel

conducted full ccale drills and 1G have never testcd their planc at all. Qie GAO

reco= ended annual crergency drill: and a coordinated effort to dissc::tinnte infor-

mation to the public on the ha:-M of reacter cccic: ente and protective action.:

chat can be taken.

Thank you for this opportunity to Opcck. 'de t.ould be happy to arunser any

quactions.

.

- %
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State and Utility Evacuation Plans:

Are Tney inadequate?
Utility companies and the state share the responsibility for developing

and implementing emergene/ evacuation plans in the event of a nuclear accident.
Tne Nuclear Regulatory Commission requires tSe utility company to file a plan
dealing with both in plant and off-site procedures. Tne state plan delineates
the roles and responsibilities of off-site agencies involved in evacuation pro-
cedures.

Evacuation plans for the Davis-Besse nuclear power plant have been developed
by the Toledo Edison Co. and the Ohio Disaster Services Agency (draft plan).

OPIRG has analy:ed whether the Toledo Edison plan and the State of Ohio
plan meet federal standards. Officials named in the two plans were also cen-
tacted by letter and/or phone to find cut what they believe they are supposed
to do in case of a nuclear emergene/.

Failure To Meet Federal Guidelines
Both plans fail to meet some of the recommended federal guidelines.

The utility plan does not centain: the ex;;ected accident assessment time
the expecy time recui red _to noti fy the

popM aaiCO
estimates cf evacuation times for the areas-

which muld be af fected
estimates of :ne tFaf fic capacities of

egress routes
-arrangements with contigucus states

The state draft plan does not centain: planning coordinatien with nearby states
a population :nart by sectors around the

plant
an account of institutions and transient

populations which may imoai r mobili ty .

egress routes and their traf fic capacities
plans for yearly drills and exercises

Ambiguities and Contradictions

The folicwing chart ecmpares what the plans state should happen with what
the officials interviewed believe they would do:

THE PLANS SAY: THE OFFICIALS SAY:

I. SHIFT FOREMAN
Utility Plan: evaluates accident, no- wculd contact Taledo Edison - company

tifies off site support groups in case wculd then centact sheriff.
of emergency, contacts other plant of- /Cficial s , county sheri f f, medical ass is- {h b (y 3
tance and fire department if needed. J

State Plan: dces not specify who frem
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plant notifies off-site support-

groups.
,

*
11. COUtlTY SHERIFF

Uti1Itv Plan: contacts Chio and Ot- would contact relevant agencies and help
tawa Ccunty Disaster Services A- evacuate people,
gencies, ini tiates emergency no-
tificatian system, sets up road
blocks and cther evacuation pro-
cedures.

State Plan: notifies all county and

state agencies involved, notifies
residents in affected area, desig-

na tes road blocks.

III. OTTAWA COUtlTY ENGitlEER
U t i l i ty Plan: assist in traffic would help evacuate, noti fy public, set

control and back-up commun~ica- up road blocks, assess equipment and
tions. get more help i f needed.

State Plan: provide barriers, make
equipment and manpewer available,
support evacuation, assist in
door to door notification.

IV. CHIO DISASTER SERVICES AGENCY
Utility Plan: work wi th sheri f f to have prepaied draft state plan - doesn't

cetermine evacuacion routes and ceal with evacuation routes, does

relocation centers, arrange for have list of potential care centers

food, lodging, and medical care, for Ottawa county.

State Plan: not mentioned in text.

V. OTTAWA COUNTY OfSASTER SERVICES AGEMCY
Utility Plan: not mentioned in consists of one employee who believes

his role is af ter the disaster, wouldtext,

State Pian: evacuate residents , contact Ohio Disaster Services Agency

icenti fy and prepare evacuation for help, said he would play minor
centers, arrange for 10 days sup- role.
port, coordinate emergency planning
with other county agencies.

VI. FIRE DEPARTMENT
Utility Plan: contacted if needed. would help put out plant fires (howeve r
State Plan: assist sheriff with do not have any special equipment

puolic notification, assist in at Department for fighting radiological
evacuation procedures and fignt fires), would help with public notifi-
any fires. ca tion.

VII. MEDICAL SUPPORT

A. AM3T.AfiCE SERVICE
Utilicv Plan: provided by Robinsen no longer provided by Robinson Funeral

Funeral Home , Oak Harbor. Home - sold to Carro!! Township Emer-
State Plan: not mentioned in text. gency Medical Service - unable to

find supervisor there. fh~~ r

/ b\ 0 [~4S. M AGRUDER MEMORI AL HOSPITAL , Port Clinton
Utilitv Plan: radiation emergency could handle up to 80 serious cases of 2

area reacy if needed, have special radiation exposure, informalag,ree-(_.d
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ecuipment. ments with other area hospitals

State Plan: not men tioried' i n text. to handle overflow.
,

C. UNIVERSITf 0F PENNSYt.VNfl A HOSPITAL, Philadelphia
Utility Plan: second f acility named not contacted (Magruder Hospitai ad-

to handle radiation exposure cases. ministrator not aware that Un ivers i ty
State Plan: not mentioned in text. of Pennsylvania Hospital is the

back-up hospital).

D. PADI ATION MANAGEMENT CORPORATION
Ut'lity Plan: provide training and did not respond to CPIRG 1etter.

and evaluation of emergency
medical plans.

State Plan: not mentioned in text.

Vllt. TOLEDO EDISON CO.
U t i l i ty Plan: release public infor- Public Relations staff person knew

mation. little about plan or procedures.

State Plan: not mentioned in text.

Some other agencies are listed in the plans as playing secondary roles , but
were not contacted by OPIRG.

,
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Avom.ic :mergencies .
The NRC requires electric utilities to

h ve emergency plans tc deal with nu-.

John Kemeny, chairman of the new clear power-plant accidents within theNRC Conductinb presidential commission. said that the plant property and to coordinate with

.

|nC{Uiry, |5 3Ub|OCf NRC's role would be one of the things it
lxal authonties. But the NRC has now uld investigate. authonty to require state or local gov -

Of Invest,igat, ion NRC Chairman Joseph Hendne told ernments to prepare emergency plans erthe comrmssion that the federal apacy make them conform to the guadelines itWASHINGTON (AP) Two separate s conductmg its own inquiry, desenbing
t'as developed.investigateg panels are oeing told that it as "a sweaping investigation to

to ch understand where our proceedtngs, the
Can Only Offer HelpP

way we beense these plants, have failed It can only offer its help and place itsare an r r ir. ate
with nuclear emergcnc:es like the one at to prevent the Three 5!ile Island acci" stamp of approval on plans by " concur-
Three hitle Island. dent. t ring'' in them if they meet its t antards.

A president; ally appo;nted panel is Sir. Gaut said that it may take about
looking at tue Nue! ear Regulatory NRClists Only 11 State.. a vear before the U.S. Government can
Commission's performana. With Endorsed Emergency Plans place its stamp of approvai en plans

And 'he NRC tself is considering Jesigned to enab'e Ohtu to cope with aAs Str. Heudne was appearing before.whether to tempo,nly shut down for nuclear 'mergency.
safety review and -evisiens eight plants the presidential commission. his four| Sir. Gaut said that Ohio "has pieces"
with design features shared by the unit fellow commissioners were heanng re.1
at Three Stile Island that malfunctioned ports of inadequate state planmng from j

of such plans, but has had trouble get-
ting neighboring Kentucky to agree with

5! arch 23 their own emergency p eparedness spe.
All eight were designed by Babcock L cialists. | them.

A nuclear plant is being built in 5 fos-
Wilcox Co., which built tha Three Stile Those specialists have been struggling | cow, O., across the Ohio River from
Island plant near Harnsburg, Pa. They to review and approve state pla :s with a ' Kentucky, and any acc: dents there
include the Davis-Besse plant :: car Port staff of three professionals and one sec. would affeet both states.
Clinton, O. retary. 511cnigan has also had "a bit of a

While the NRC was taking a new. Harold Collins, assi-tant director of
entical look at nuclear plants it had emerge::cy preparedness, and Harold

problem." but now expects to submit a
plan m about a year. Sir. Gaut said.

previo tsly licensed as safe, an 11-mem- Gaut, coordinator of field operations,
ber commission appointed by President summarized the presect situation, in
Carter opened its investigatico of the which only 11 states have nuclear emer-
NRC Thursday. gency plans in which the NRC has con

'

William Wilcox, head of the Federal curred.
. Disaster Ass: stance Administration, told NRC Has No Anthority
the commission the NRC "!acks both the Those states are Alabama. California'
'arrot and the stick to er courage ade-

Connech Delam FW Iowa |.quate state and local government pre Kansas, New Jersey, New York, South
uredness for radiological accidents " Carolina and Washington. |

Sir. Wilcox said that federal agencies Pen f vania is amocg 17 states with 'i
tave given too little attention to emer- oper'.ag nuclear power plants but no
le:Cy plannmg. NRC-endorsed ernergency plans, they

G8
h L3
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Frec uency O' Errors 3y 3ersonne.
A" Davis-Besse .s nc'er N RC Stuc!y

Number C01I00 operator was supposed to turn off a sonnel op' rating Davis-Besse became soe

specific valve at the facility. Instead of wornsome that an NRC inspector re-
Unusuallv Hiah $="8 " th' ""*2" h""*d " "7 "'8'd * K'PP*r t >""' **2/ a

off two other valyes - a mistake that plant down and keep it closed until the
By MICHAEL WOODS partial!y inactivated the reactor's situation could be corrected.

a== so-a sew crucial emergency core cooling system. Davis-Besse currently remains shut
WASHINGTON - The U S. Nuclear The Toledo Edison Co , which has down, following a scheduled outage for

Regulatory Ccmmission is trying to de. charge of operations at Da vis-Besse, maintenance. 51r. Keppler said he does
termme why the Davts Besse Suelear may be fined for the incident,51r. Kep- not intend to order Ed! son to keep the
Power Station near Toledo continues to pler said. Toledo Edison is co-owner of plant shut - partly because of as.
be plagued by an unusually high number Davis-Besse, along with the Ceveland surance from Toledo Ed: son President
of personnel errors. Electne niuminating C?. John Williamson that operat2on will notJames Keppler, director of NRC's Davis-Besse has come uMer sharp
Chicago regional office, said the fre. NRC scrutiny in recent waeu in the solved. resume until the personnel problem is
cuency and potential seriousness cf mis. af termath of the accident at the Three No Action To Prevent Restart
takes made by plant personnel have giv. Sille Island nuclear power plant near
en Davis Besse one of the poorest repu. Harnsburg, Pa. NRC has taken no action that would

prevent Edison from restartmg thetations for operator precision in the re. Davis-Besse's reactor is a sister to the
g:on. reactor at Three 5111e Island, both hav. plant imn.ediately. Technically, all

The Chicago regional office oversees ing been built ty the nuclear enginee - Edison would have to do is notify NRC
of its plans to "go entical" with the

21 nuclear power plants spread through ing firm of Babcock & Wilcox. In addi p ant.
a broad secuan of the 511dwest. tion, N3C hr.3 idenufied malfunctions

51any of the personnel errors at similar to those at Three Stile Island Another factor, 51r. Keppler said, is
that Edison personnel at the plant do

Darts-Besse have been mmor,51r. Kep. that occurred in less senous form early seem capable of operating the facility inpier said. But others have involved in the operating life cf Davis Besse.
a " passable" fashion.

crucial safety systems, where mistakes Shutdown Urged
carry the potential for the most senous If he were to rate operator per-
kinds of nucient reactor accidents. The plant's continumg probkm with formance there on a ' nass. fail" basts.

personnel errors, which Str. Keppler ts- Mr. Keppler said he would confer aTurned Off Wrong Vaives
cussed durmg an intemew Thursday, passing grade.

Mr. Keppler c:ted, as an iUustration, are an additional factor.
cne incident last month in which a plant Str. Kepler said that mistakes by per. Turn to Page 7, Col. 3

THE BLADE: TOLEDO, OHIO, FRIDAY, APRIL |10, 1979

Davis-3 esse ?ersonne Errors Uncer Stucy
Continued from_F!rst.Page_ - _ _ Besse in the rnonths foUowmg stanup in Besse shut down until he is certain that

- But be also indicated that on a scale per don cm msume safely.
of A. B, C, D. or F, he probably would But personnel errors have remamed Performance of plant personnel has
gade plant personnel performance with unitsually high at the plant and show no improved recently, Mr. Williamson said,
aND." mdication of dropping off after two n ting that operators - some of whom

T?anscyr M a_ closed 3RC meet years of operating expenence. are former navy personnel with raactor
held here Apnl 5, a week after the expenem - an raced weU.
Three MUe Island incident, mention Poor Motivation, Discipline
Davts-Besse's continuingLroblems. Jons The reasons, Mr. Keppler said, are Assuring Complete Safety
Dms, actingAirector of NRC's' office oLperplexing. Among the possibilities Some of the plant 3perators will be
inspection and enforcemeat, noted dur being considered by NRC are inadequate trained shortly in new procedures stem-
ing the meeting "If we did have a rat, trainmg of the operators, poor motiva. ming fan the Three Mde Island inci-
ing system cf A, B, C. we would put thn, and poor discinline. Ironically plant dent. Training wtH be on a computer
Davis-Besse C on this scale. It should be' personnel scored well on the federal simulator at the Babcock & Wilcox au-
a tetter plant." licens:rg examination for reactor opera. clear facility in Lynchburg. Va. i

Mr. Keppler acknowledg dat per, tors Mr. Keppler noted The primary concern at this point tssonnel errors'd5^tEd~to be more fre- Mr. Keppler said that Edison realizes assunng complete safey of the Mant
quent durmg the early months of opera- that there have been prcblems with per. and not the econcmic impact o the

shutdown, he noted. Mr. Williamson(iuco at any new atomic power plant, sonnel at the plant and tas agreed to naid
when the staff is new and relat2vely submit a plan for correcting them. it probably will te a matter of weeks,
meIpenenced. And, indaed, personnel Mr. Williamson said Thursday be has rather than cays or months, before the
errors were more frewnt at Davu- made a personal dectston to keep Davu- plant is set to resume operations. g
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A rancs its mien 3e I.c I tu m ata r.VWeh n. ... . se a W $ .L sois nucle r <spe r ts told the NitC semperat n es . . pi enu e d>
i
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Q '

that Davis !!csse bs a far better rocketed A ps .sp reponded tuo
design than Three Mile Istarmi and slowly Fanally, operators 3 f.n ted-a already has adopted most of Ll.e backup pumps anJ caded tu

']0'!
,

f gsg 9 rg
caanges thai are ordered on iransient.' nmicar peron f-r e) .]

g 1 ..ar
*

Fr iday. . - mencthmg out of the or@...., gi
a a

O. Q ]L,
' .f .*nr

l.owell E Itoe. Toledo IGh3on t Nancteen months late r, NitC , i

.'h
#

e' d A facshties developrnent vue press-

fq[?
,, , . reactor-regulabou t hwi llart lJ !!y

Denton woulJ cite tlas Davis tiessc\
a dent, told the comarisswners "there '

q3 is no undue rak in pernutting con- \ transient in eshortmg a divided i g
4 j tmued operahon" of reactors de- 'comnusaton to shut down all 11&W-

FTranscripts reveal a historye * - signed. like Three Mile Island, by
-cm : 80 - ur- s Cr-,l. ~ hI,
plants because of imsafe design

I" - ~ - ~,s q Ther e ss added assurance in regard,,

HilC anspector who trmi to racey" ;1 to the Davts llesse unut " questsons about this design proticmreplete with worrisome flaws* *gi,c lloe hsted the dafferences be- II weeks before the same pr Altm
.w-hn ~ r>-dels. -r.-I t- - -

(m.) land, and trwd to assure cornims- accident m US. history at Three
.,

stoners that Toledo Islasos was Mde Island

N M]
liy Danici lt. thJdle For Ibvis tlesse, howcwor, the psoved .this record suae Davis- reactmg swif tly and thoreughly Creswell, af ter many inspectionsA h i nules wesk of l'ori Chaton, order as only the latest event m a liesse statted generatmg m August- trath manor equipment changes and at Davis-11csse, had urged his tmsthe fa. gihouscs and trailer parks hatory of g~oblems, nnsra:cula 1977f] new instructions for reactorha to consider ciming the l> ort Chatonby I ak e Erie are alwarfed t y , huns. alleged bad masugenu nt and Escrutives at Toledo Edison. ogerators. pbnt todef mitely. Iscyond the de-eews p pint. g *.tly cus vmg rytnaler and potential danges to tic puthe wnu h operates the plant, say they Iterords show the NitC's ansper- sign queshun, Crnwell tolJ NilC<Gni a bullet . saped dome. This daturbmg historr u re are disuustled with the amount of tors and top offklats have, since litpoeul Dncetor James G Key%~~ T. IrJo l'.<h3cn Co and Cleveland ficcted in mlerviews wrth fedtral human crior and pa.tn u'.aily with late 1977, gutta the opposate nn- g.!rr. Toledo lihn haJ retutedlyb,,.A

Ein trar illmanating Co .rn komng hbO"IOf 8 I'd''L*.r c u per t s and the lugh number of shutdowns- pression of Davas ticss.'s manage- Shan at was atu apable of sunumg h
=

I ti. .t norths a Ordo and the rnt of company of hetals, and nuut visibly D, avis Desse f.as only genyated rnent and operations a wie plant N
tis nation 4:11 someday re ly ou he ilmusands of pages of N PMjunng Msout hah its woWng

And snuch o' t 'iss unpression. but m lheMtobrr ty77 tr.r. iang.(g . In tracity pnerated by nuclear docume .ts and closed me ting Ob .

' trcor/s show, n Md u ferrs amdmg to NitC records. no por 'I
% reat lors, comnatted ) cars of con transer spis. Ilut the men who run Toledo to test, inasntain ad p.uperly was suggestmg anythmg so sos p.us bI N ? h in hon an! ItiW ndlhon to build Flom the NitC rumes .i derp EJewn and El. the plant's SI*L operate crucul salg eg ip.nent as .i shutdown. NI'C's Divbma of '

M the Davis l' esse nuclear power concern with avis.llesse that owner, contend luvas llesse b that Tole.io 14!non says will teep Insp<rtion and lOdos tcment il& EL Tht y'\ ~'
plar.t ranges from regulatm y nunuha, unperrably safe They say Three Davis flesse isom twcuu %g aroth- the agency's sorallnl pobre for t c.

h' Now. af ter th Three hhle is! snj such as m casionally afoinauale %Ie Island was a l'rrat h arinng er Threa Mde Island wantcJ Toledo Ishson to get I,usy
*

3 .- .h i ader.t. AnwucA ma lear futus e - record kropmg and impeiln-t h.c e s t.c rie nce for them and other On October H,1977, Nite on , on better enwrgency plans, L..i.Lter .b *

N is I,cmg questaned On Friday, the drdi c(sordmahon. ha butclwJ saf ety rextor sperators, aM ties y sW 'cials met with Toledo Edison traimag and nwre Elioroeth emov
Nm icar Ifeguiatory Commission (cshng. trui ul design defrits and consider the giant towers and esecubves and plant superwors. | nwnt testmg The firm prouwd
m dered D.vis besse and five s.nn. failures to rope with events that t ullet shape dome synd nis of fu- 4 ,,mnth eartwr, for no known | 18 Co*P y-l
1er plant 3 shut down untd the airco coulJ trigger an canergency hke ture U S eiwrgy aralependence-
dent's sahly lessons ate learned. Three hide Island - or worse reason the plant went half way mio Nearly to rnantis later. the

During many t outs ci dehte m its autornahc response to a small . NItC's Kepplcr. Thomas N. TamQ Dawn liesse had f.ecn shut dewn Irnpretors' reports say the plant's #'' "" "'8 'I"# "#Washmgton l' ' werk Toledo IsfrMars h 30 for what olhculs said ruanagement, even af ter repeated r m .4e steam generator at a Ucv.c'.and two o act uspcs tms nu t

QD@k NitC cajolmg. has not greatly im- east . a en Page il Ia igerous levelwas mamtrnarwe

0
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"bci ause ut f u Mgsuin aru r of I I"' 'u lb n. . 'I.~ ook 6hsoged "a !"a a.a s f ound m e .u 'y Toj. p g,,yn., 9 g ,,gwith 11 loh do lddr;lanet.hnf
eof t m t!.e dcIn t s . th . nforcement .

h.e g i % a to Lu - J3""d'I i bpil' the htfC . hi day of tt.c plag., g yg. iudag h or l'hc hcP pects e 4 this case h.sve tscen ess .:
enan, Cubtw Itri.nioa Vwc l're9 meng sule. at wasn't repor trd be ahnte J N u

( .

,

Ncr trani reporied the nutting * |ang trorn the lleg ional Olbre tu g gg , jy g, to Taenbbng until two inooths
ps.n p.n od top

I' '" procedures rati.er 1 itioquarters for haalhng 'p'

ha*. probatAy had ik.c nmst ruset. art g erros and have twen aus e te1. ..mmtu vi past enf ei reiras Moseley said the SFAS trouble witt. the N!(C, ii.uc all contr nded
,,e b .os ,en 1 opri ating ps%h n' aboulu . ave imen dettried ta l'* an recent wee ks llut fl.svn Iksse i a I urch T.Mo Wen was W
:arp ,1, u.J taken to m+ rove nun done 1.clure Davn besse t>eg.en was g.o,ng thruegh vmwitung anu specuhus 1 n*na Wier Jod ,, y*
..p n. nl t outrol sent plant oper a op1 ation , )ra rnaa h,arl If Rudolpi,to growmg pams f"8yne C Nuvah to!J Denton anil
t. 4. t,1cin ar eas sJcedihrd

other NHC stalb r:. these high Cs inspecWrs negc'' ''' s
cmcut ruerung heht

' " ' ' prroute puinps wer e ti ls.a file m (Wurrwnts speculatsori Ani<. n..

( t o si r 4.1JU. anal the lart that I "' "I I I'"
to the goverrunent.s a barges The piani s op atwns to unprow einer genews dW Dmei record makn hun &== iI

man) .f the w items stdl priw t . -company pronavd many tunn to De NllC h'd w hedulcJ a it.ird m urry 4 bout (El s 500 nnilain in-
't he r epos t s ited navn linse's retram ds peisonnel, oveshaul and Ibippler, Tainbimg and other ; in"Cl"' t *d' hrr this ponth with vestme L. he said emphahraffr.numa a om. "notwomphances" or test equspment, rewrite operators' NitC offu141s agreed that most Toledo Lhson olhcists to demand "nu. a ba

v n .b h. .m of N14C admamstrahve m.mu ls and perf orm new som- nuclavr plant. h.sve soine trou'>les l#U " PC'I"""d"C# k .dand ufriy r equireme nts, and ,. uter analyses of transkols - Just ni the i rst year or so - gurucu
"rvent acport3" on tratnaento as it had promaxd, much later, to larly when the plant is a comppyi The Three Afde Island act sdent & Dhson plans to Iunid two Wp. g/
rouipment ladut n and other prob da thr3e things m response to the first smclear venture fort cel an unicfamte poupoiwnwnt enore reactors at DansEesse, ami p,g glems ut vaned unpurtance B&W plant shutdown order. ['

' - ~ * ~ CEl as building two at North Perry, ds

"The nulonty of noncomphances! lbpite these pledges NRC an- , O ne first ad thm ace be cune @ 7"are associated with f ailure tu'spe,turs sit!! found problems large/- Hut these Wu1als sad Uncy W Tbc wcident al3o t,rought a wave pletcJ for at least three years
Er'3 wily follow prucedures . A and unall. h ped Davis Hesse would show

of pub. ic anterest au nuricar safety h,a #-

n et JMw Mdn clearirnprovement by now Instead.lar ge por tion of (events) associated * **'>'''''""*3 8kL "'"* I ''edP Meanwhile. Celi putdicity oHis ewnh perwnnel errors and procc- w mMg .%w u @ sg e NU ; to pubbsh unothenal tran% g ,Maydus al drocwocin A review of n m a m m nty p ied q ue g ms promotes nut irar power with ba u- [f,

%wp H\tpt. of closed meetings i elJ , thurn and a leadet htled. *llow -

g g ,gg;y 4,ungprol.h m .ucas indicates stafhng wussers to radubon \ thr ou8h son.c transwnts. And per- lakely is a Nuclear Arcadent" 14 h,.um tese anadent, and thne tran-
weg newn .st both the plant and scru ' conta a candal crnheksms of ,

engowermg leveh Spenhc areas Fare pmuctum equipment and sonnel errors - m the last five cues an NltC study saIinf the eg , g g g g3 {are ne a of c phymn s, ar.d nastru I're doits were found dehtient. and months, thercs been three f airly ,
aru es ase nif

"#" " d trol * the NitC haJ to press the company ' x sigmficant ones
_

ug min ant prolderns associated to iirovnJe a tight uhedule of
' '

Durnng an April b meeting, (h
.

with ihne areas," the repoai s.nd imFrovemenl5 Tambhng. a se't -spoken anan who ,'ed ha
' hnf M 1

.
*

Tbc r41W team said it was par. The bst alw included f ailures to adsmts with a chus hie that has ins- le , the re ' ' * * " *
''"O..f rels thric have been a

k. k(.I
la ularly concetned about bad war- properly lot safety equipment. In Dals are TNT decimed to give has

W of mwl crWang ,u.J stai tup problems m Davis late January snspectors reporled opinion on whether Davis flesse s g ;.,*9, y , , ,gIka % s dcty features as.tuatmn imdmg snoperaMe radutu,n rnone proldems were senuus enough to
m b U W et reg wn b3ystsia t.W .t% Ti.e flaws went lors bemg u.ed to thu k sad.ahon I warrant permanent shutdown.

undcus ted fron. Auguht 1977 unbl "' ame plant equipment. tanks,
_ Nonni SitokE AllkT g ,

an St. As tot er. June 2,1978. , water hnes and storm sewers. w us mice conbrmed these IMx M h
Instead. he disetabcd the three r nmenh C1eveland. Ohto 44101TNM The SFAs pi rf u ms vHaf. auto _ . Toledu Fdason also reported recent enois le rondde rs segmh | 861-(,945 (dayd - b,j,matic luiwtu ns during ce tain hever ) problems with its lu kup . ant urident.d du.comwche.n of ..

",
r ** ^ tr n'o eds ad pottnrul enwagen. -hesti gerwr ators - a pum svaun'e rounts for reactor contanonent N''' Ws d''' d'' I '" M*I

I'.%/T c,e3 on the comrnnsmn:s Att C scale.(
'x i spr ay purnps and coohng fans ("It's

lo s pen,t.cr 1973, SFAS trout scry ugmhcant when you take two Mn3cley said. If it goes lower thaa .g.onsnh ard crucul in the eunt of
u .h . med w ser sous that NHL(lea loss of power, parbcularly, at engmcered safetF features out cf C, we would have Jushficatum to kjs

'g t..p <.lb. uh took over A letter "E"' I *"3 '' "***"* "l#"*C *I 'w ndown'""

t r um e e n tot epts tions darn tor energency pump vahrs, and fad
,t hur m.m t ' Mu sky to Toledo Fde ure to delnt and h.aw a frwra

xK son h nnh ot Jorm l' WJhaman water in.c, whh h. I,y Toledo Fde. 5 .g son's own analyus, prot.al ty have
made these purnps won thins m an
i n crvros y
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h 5 58d0880 IO restart WedHOSd&T
.

m li .uirl It. luilitle which is owned )>lutly by it and Keppler's comments to The I'la6a a startup date) at this point," Wd- sion. lie said his meeting wius Wi!. "You have to have a stry iwrlous
Cleveland Electric illuminating Incaler came a day after the NitC liams..a said liamson had 8 wen scheduled two potential safety prollem, and not.i 1 's .>n Co is preparing
Co.t.i luus Itrsac r.uclear releascJ transcripts of an April 5 *I have told our people I want a weeks ago but was postponed tee. Just a naggmg gut a< l.e '

i nur wednesday, a While Keppler said b' is satisfied meeting in wha h offacials conssJ- thorough jvb, and ! don't want to cause of the Three Mile Island liut he conf arsurJ tt.e NItC'sc
IWutaron y Com: ~ that the plant is safe, he acknowl. cred keeping the 906-megawatt put any pressure on them." acc Jent. "The meeting was called concerns at,out tu o e vents ata

d so.1 i nt mght. edged that llavis liesse has Aad nuclear plant shut down. It was by the NitC "I:e said. Keppler said l>avivilesse that I. d bee n cited inu.

numerous " personnel estors" J ut shut down for what olhclats said Stressing his concern for safety. he wanted to make the company trariscripts of the Apol b meeting
'vas routine mafntenance on Marct, Wiemen stated tuite that he had * acutely aware" of the NitC's con- of comm >sioners and other top

i .i ej.l. i the ector of said that the NitC might hng- e
i s ir .n.d headquar- fines on Toledo Edison f or two a - i. M im' ' 1 a HTelmd yesterday with cerns about Davts-11csse personnel oggicials.

s

Kep to a the Nit ( of prT in 11 inspetlors at errors that occurred Pbis year. And he speke only rnoments af ter gmns (mg The events, Kopi er said, in-
errors

P <!+nt 'i0 rmles west 3.iant of ficials declined comrnent Tuledo Edison l'resalent John l'. ma vis d

c'uded Toledo Edrmds f adme tou rs e mios med by last night on a possible startup Wilhamson had assused a reporter - wlmh is sinular in design to Keppler said the problerns were
s

e tea tur a inJUuilqtioned at not enough. In his judgment to thaw a frozen pipeline let Jar.uarypl.mt personnel of time. NitC Inspedurs at the giant, that the firm would not hurry its
d ee g g,, ,, ,, 3 g ,,4'"6' date near l'urt Clinton, could isol be safety review bt fore restaiting. "I - warrant a c ntinued shutdawn. Tn

n .pn .. irs the plant, reached for conunent. don't think I should spcculate (about liut Keppler had a differen* yer- order such a shut.*aad. 8.e said, C**lA**'d L* I'E' '

D
f a s . .. .... , >u ,. , , , ,.

Davisn3Besse; L..3. .
~^"

..
a t.V3 3

' T h . Keppler.said[The fines are 85.000|W
'. '.' per item Lut 1(eppler said he f avors '7 A From First Page ? 7 h;4 J "5

legislation that would hike this to'D6,-
.

_g a March " valve mistake ** that ' 5100,000per item,
temporarily jeopardized part of the" Toledo Ediso'nicatended its
all important emergency core esiginal shublown, wl.cn the NltC
cooling sy stem- ordered all plants almilar to Three, . . ,

lhe fillC may declJa, to fine M9e Island to review key equip-
Toledo Edison for these errors, rneul and uftty systents.
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Cocket *o. 50-3a6

ifr. Lowell E. Roe ,

Vice Presicant, Facilities

Develo,ement
Toledo Edison Company
Edison Plaza
300 Madison Avenue
Toledo, Chio 43652

Cear Mr. Rce:
.

This letter is to express our conuern over the failure of Toledo Edison
Company (TECO) to bring to the attention of the i;RC Staff me:r:bers evaluating
the Ccmpany's ccmpliance with the Cc mission's confirmatory order cf "ay 16,
1979, Raportable Occurrence (RO) #79-C32 at Davis-Sesse 1. '|e have several
questions, set forth below, relating to TECO canagement's av:areaess of this
event, and the reason for failure to discuss this event in cc.r.n;nications
..ith the ;RC Staff documenting the actions taken in response to the'

"ay 16 Crder.

ly letter of April 27, 1979, TECO cc mitted, r ang other things, to "antinue
to review all agects of' [the auxiliary feed. ater] sys tem to further e, ;rc.de
ccmponents for added reliability and performance." The cc=itment itas
confirmed and required by paragraph IV(1)(a) of the Ccmmission's :'ay 16,
Order.

Cn May 21, 1979 Peportable Occurrence 79-062, involving incperable auxiliary
feed'..ater ( AF'c|} suction pressure switches and cut-of-tclerance pressure
setpoints, occurred. This was reported to NRC's Region III, Office of
:nspection c,nd Enforcement by letter (LER 79-052) of June 15, 1979. Despite,
ha.ever, numecus ceetings and exchanges of correspcndence bet.;:en TEC0 -

and i;RC concerning the reliability of the AF'cl system, the event 1tas not
brought to the attention of the members of the Staff's Bulletins and Ceders
Task Force evaluating conpliance with the ".cy 16, Order. To the contrary,
by letter of May 23, 1979 fecm L. Roe (TECO) to R. Reid (GC) identified
only three LER's since January 1978 involving the *.FW sys tem; no mention
was ~ade of the May 21, 1979 event.

Similarly Messrs. D. Ross , G. "22etis , and R. Capra of ,;RC visited Davis-3 esse 1
cnd talked viith L. Roe, T. "urray (The Station Superintendent) a'nd other TECO
personnel ci, June 8, 1979. The subject of AF'.! LERs .as cn the meeting
agenda and the NRC Staff was again informed that there had been only 3 LER's
since January 1978. Again, no mention was made of the May 21 event.

,& 6~,-
d #Cq'
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Mr. Lowell E. Roe . -2- .

A Staff Safety Evaluation (SE) containing the evaluation of TEC0's compliance
with the Cormission's May 16 Order was finalized on June 27 and provided to
you on that date. On page 6 of that SE we discuss "the 3 failures of. AFW
systta components from January 1978 to date" of which HRP, had knowledge.
Additional evaluation, cnd supplementation of the SE will be required in
sight of LER 7E-062. In acdition to the required technical evaluation from
TECO needed to comply with the terms of the Order, we will require answers
to the following questions concerning TECO's policies and practices with
respect to informing TECO management and NRC abcut potentially unsafe
conditions:

1. At the time of the May 23 sub.nittal stating that only 3 AFW failures
had occurred since January 1978, was Mr. Roe aware of RO 79-062? If -

not, explain why not, and when was he ma'de aware of it. If the
answer is yes, explain '.hy the event was not discussed in the May 23
letter. Also explain why TECO did not supplement the May 23 letter
to discuss the May 21 event or raise the matter in the numerous
discussicns uith NRC concerning AFW reliability.

2. Explain why the May 21 event was not brought up at the June 8,1979
discussions between NRC and TECO personnel on AFW LERs. We have been
informed that at the June 8 mee+ing the Sta tion Superinter. dent,
Terry ' array, was unaware of RO 79-C62. Is chis correct? If the
answer is yes, expl' in the TECO policy about timeliness of reportinga

potentially unsafe conditions to C3-1 and TEC0 management. Also,

discuss who within TEC0 management was informed of R0 79-062 and
.: hen and how were they so informed.

Sincerely,

'

.

/ n: 4.I <_.e

5. (f .7?.a
~/

Harold R. Canton, Director
Office of Nuclear Reactor

Regulation

._

cpJ

rgh. us
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NRC Expected ung
.

To OK StorNUp %-

Of Davis-Besse
Agency Told g;&f,G'C'en*10

the decision to permit it to resume oper- 'a*d=="r=t="' -exammauon taken by personnel,""and
" "

Safetv Order eu m
/ Resident Inspector Slated some equipment modifications and pro-

. Met By Ed.ison ne : aid tsat there have been etmost cedere changes. -

daily inspections at the plant since the NRC also has ordered scme long-term
and t at, modificauens which Edison will be ex-By FRANK KANE Three Mile Island incident

starting in August, his office wdl haw a pected to acccmplish as promptly assam w.mac.a ***
WASHINGTON - Officials of the resident inspector on site. practicable.

I staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Com- He also has been meeting with top 800rd To 8e Picked To hold
| mission today were expected to give officials of the company and they

ave

| final approval to a resumption of opera- made defimte commitmeM to improve gegfjpg fought 87 awmakerl
, tions at the Davts-Besse Nuclear Power matters at the plant, meludmg increas- The commission Thursday approved
' Station. which has been shut down since ing the size of the technical staff, long . directing the chairman of the Atomic

range improvements in tratrang, brmg- Safety and Licensing Board panel to
March 30.

The plant, near Port Clinton, was shut ing in an outsude consultant to review select a boar;i to conduct a heanng re-

* down originally for routine main- the adequacy of , plant procedures, and quested by State Sen. Tim McCormack
tenance, but Toledo Edison Co. officials estahltshment of a personnel group to (D . Euchdk
later kept it out of service voluntanly investigate all reported mcidents at the The hearing wdl involve the issue of

whether the actions Tcledo Edison hasfor a safety analysis followmg the Three plant.
Mile Island nuclear accident. In mid- Mr. Keppler also seerted to be im- been ordered to take are sufftetent to

: May, the NRC ordered it to remain shut pressed by the recent r.am.ng of Wendell insure safe operation of the plant. Mere-
down pending some personnel retrain- Johnsen as company president. He is a ly holding such a heanng, however,
mg, equipme:tt modifications, and other "techmcal man." appears to be on top of would not block resumption of plant op-1

i

actions to be taken by Toledo Edison. problems, and has started meeting with erauens, the commission said.

j Officials of the NRC staff to:d the plant personnel to get first-hand knowl- Senator McCormacx, m a May 3 letter

< commission Thursday that they are sat ' edge cf plant problems, Mr. Keppler to the commission, had said that the
1stted that Toledo Edison has comphed said. plant should not resume operations unul

:

with conditiocs of the order and can Mr Keppler told commission member the people of northern Ohio are assured

resume operations. John Ahearne that although Toledo through public hearm;;s that there can
But they withheld fmal approval until Edison has had its prcblems with Davis- be no foreseeable ntk to their safety

the ccmpany agreed to make some com- Besse m the past, he believes the ccm- and health through a nuclear accident.

mitments for improv:ng fire protection pany does have the tecnnical and man- Both tre Davts-Besse and Three Mile
and until the NRC staff had a chance to ' agement capabthty to deal with the Island plants were but!t by the nuclear
further investigate the reported break- problems. diviuon cf Babcock & Wilcox Co.
down of a valve on the plant's auxthary Faih re To Report Malfunction
feed water system Weccesday mght. llarold Denton. director of the of fice,

Satisfied NRC Requirements cf nuclear reactor regulation, sud. Td

Denwood Ross. cf the NRC's office of
b- willing to let them start up and dem-
onstrate that they are on top cf prob-nuclear reactor regulation, said late
lems. But the situation should be ;Thursday that Edison had satisfied the moratored carefully."require: rents for commitments on fire.

There was a bnef discussion - of
.

protection, and that in all probabilit/ Edison's failure to promptly report athe valve motor failure was nothing se-
nous. But staff efficials wanted to think May 21 malfunctiontag in the auxiliary ,

about it overnight before givmg the final feed water system, but Mr. h,eppier in-
r

dicated that this was due to a misun-go-ahead, Mr. Ross added. derstanding by company officials of
Toledo Edison officials said that the what type of failure had to be reportedearliest the plant might resume opera-

tions is early next week- prc'mptly to the MIC. ,

De NRC staff also ran through a
James Keppler, director of the 5RC's review of short. term steps that Edison gL[b

Chicago regional of fice of inspection and had taken to gain start-up permission,
enforcement, who had been entical in

J \, 5 I


